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PREFACE 

In a letter to the Caairman of the National Academy of Sciences* Naval 
Studies Board, dated May 2, 1990, the Secretary of the Navy stated that the 
Conference Report on the Defense Authorization Act for Fiscal Year 1990 
directed the Navy to commission an independent study of future aircraft 
carrier technologies. Slating further that the study should produce a 
•technology plan for the evolution of sea bases for the most efficient and 
economical accommodation of tactical air power in the first half of the 
twenty-first century,' the Secretary requested the Board to conduct a study 
providing: 

• a survey of applicable technologies, 
• an assessment of risks associated with the development of 

these various technologies, 
• estimated magnitude of the costs of developing these 

technologies for future aircraft carriers, 
• the likely impact of technologies on aircraft carrier design. 

The Secretary concluded by stating that he "envisionf«!] that the result of 
this effort will be a menu of technology options that will affect future 
aircraft earner designs," and that the final report of the requested study 
should be completed by June 30, 1991. 

The Secretary's formal request for what became known as the Future 
Aircraft Carrier Technology Study actually bepn with preliminary 
discussions between the Board Chairman and Director and senior 
representatives of OP-05 and OP-08 on the evening of January 22, 1990. 
This meeting culminated in a verbal request for the Board to make 
preparations for undertaking the study contingent upon the Secretary's 
formal request In response, the Board pined approval to undertake the 
study from the Commission on Physical Sciences, Mathematics, and 
Applications on January 26, and from the Governing Board of the National 
Academy of Sciences on February 6,1990. The Board itself met on March 
20, 1990, to approve the study plan drawn up over the intervening weeks. 

The organizational structure of the study that emerged from the March 
20 meeting is shown in the diagram on the following page. As is hie Board's 
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practice with major studies, the Chairman became the Study Director, and 
all members were assigned key leadership or participatory positions. To 
serve the Board's usual oversight function, an Advisory Council composed 
of senior scientists, engineers, and operational experts was formed. During 
the course of the study the Advisory Council met twice to critique the study 
findings and to approve the report on its final meeting. A Concepts, 
Coordination, and Integration Group (CCI) served to generate concepts for 
evaluation by the appropriate task group, to coordinate the various activities 
as the study progressed, and to integrate the findings into the Overview to 
which this is the preface. The CCI Group was aided by an Operational 
Context Group, which served to evaluate the future geopolitical and threat 
environment, and the Technology Group, which served to identify and 
address key technical issues. 

The remainder of the study was divided into six technical task groups as 
follows: Air Technology Group, Ship Technology Group, Weapons 
Technology Group, Radio-Electronic Battle Management Group, Human 
Factors Technology Group, and the Sustainability and Logistics Group. 
Each of these six task groups was responsible for gathering information on 
all technologies falling within their areas of responsibility. The chairman of 
each task group was a member of the CCI Group. Therefore, the vital 
function of coordinating findings within a common design envelope was 
accomplished during meetings of the CCI Group and in three plenary 
sessions involving the study leadership and a cross section of the 
participants. 

A total of 106 scientists and engineers representing the full spread of 
technologies considered relevant to the design of an aircraft earner and its 
embarked air wing were identified, approved by the National Academy of 
Sciences• Commission on Physical Sciences, Mathematics, and Applications 
and the Academy's Executive Office, and, after satisfying the Academy'* bias 
and conflict of interest procedures, were assigned to one of the ten 
organizational groups. To each of these groups the Navy was asked to 
assign a liaison representative, himself an expert in the work of his assigned 
group. Rear Admiral David N. Rogers (OP-05B) served as liaison 
representative for the Secretary of the Navy, the Chief of Naval Operations, 
and the Assistant Chief of Naval Operations for Air Warfare (OP-05). 

Beginning with an organizational meeting of the full study group on 
March 20,1990-foUowing a go-ahead from the Secretary of the Navy-the 
task groups met for a combined total of 112 days. In addition to extensive 
documentation, informational input to the groups was provided through a 
total of 368 invited briefings. To gain firsthand experience, a total of 70 
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INTRODUCTION 

As a maritime as well as a continental power the United States has 
traditionally insisted on freedom of the seas, and we have protected that 
freedom and projected power ashore from the sea throughout the 20th 
century by using strong maritime warfare forces. With the 
internationalization of the Western economies our connections to overseas 
sources of economic strength and support have become even more important 
to our own welfare and security. 

Since 1942 carrier-based aviation has been central to the exercise of our 
naval power. It has been the most called-upon initial instrument to exercise 
military power in instances when the President has needed such an 
instrument In four wars and many lesser missions of deterrence and 
presence it has been a major base for air power brought to bear against the 
opposition. A review of the position of aircraft carriers during the National 
Research Council's study of the Navy's future7 showed that despite-in fact, 
because of-changes in the world military power balance that will be reviewed 
later, it can be expected that in the future carriers will be called upon 
continually to fulfill this important national role and mission. 

Advancing aircraft, weapon, and ship technology will be available both 
to the United States and to other nations that may oppose our forces Such 
technology can lead to significant changes in the configurations and design 
of sea-based aviation and supporting forces, increasingly so as time goes by 
There are three main periods when naval systems R&D programs, within 
anticipated resources, can be expected to lead to technological advances 
mature enough to warrant their incorporation in carrier systems. In the 
near term, 1993-2005, technologies that have essentially been developed can 
be applied. In the mid term, 2005-2020, technologies for which the 
approaches are now reasonably well understood or in early experimental 
phases, but for which the applications have yet to be developed, can become 
available. In the long term, beyond 2020, technological advances currently 
conceptualized but never applied, and for which essential elements of the 

lJZ?£E7* MOdy' 'üf^T' °fAdvm** Technobgyfor Naval Operation, in rt. 

Preceding page blank X 
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CHARGE TO THE NAVAL STUDIES BOARD 

• a survey of applicable technologies, 
• «> assessment of risks associated with the development of 

these various technologies, F 

• estimated magnitude of the costs of developing these 
technologies for future aircraft carriers, and * 

cfig^e!y tapaCt °f thC technoI°Si« on aircraft carrier 

YeaTSS'S? Rep0n °n the Defcnse Authorization Act for Fiscal 
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Canier-21 Overview 

THE CURRENT STVDY 

miss.on, and technolosv issue* »m.«- reviews ,he «i«'«! threat 
«echnicaKoperationaSrc^^Sf^f desif - and „ exp.or.The 
and their costs. The study ^ «SS       SCVeral ^'^ des'£n options 
about the design and ope^lZ^Sof^ ** »** * mad" 
A prudent near- to mid-term course o7aS* ?       em!re Carrier *««n. 
for appropriate balance among dSerent S V^T""",hat 3CCOUnts 

>*ues m order to benefit from Z!£hZ^        0l™S ^ CliUal desiSn 

improve the carrier system Tna   J^r^1 °PP°"Uni'ties ava«able To 
camer^rientedR&DL^amisr^    re"fnStrained en™mem    A 
«he Navy several optio^i^^,«»« « -alee avaüab.e £ 

«»ed, explored, and «•   However, the fact that a questton is 

'«P'y   that   all   such   concepTS ^      ^^^»««»ri'y 
«commendations of the studr

P adV0Cated   "   «"elusions   or 
A synopsis of the study fChantPr ->\ r .. 

mam elements of the wÄSÄSSi?^ SUmmaria'nS «he 
future technology that will affect SSrSa   ,   \ P°,en,ia"y available 
des,gn drivers and their implies.om? ST?        rClated Systems> «rrier 
potential future threats and «2^    ö "^ * the J°™ng of 

Pan Two of this Overview revi,»u* ,», 
«he study and dishes ^ZcZZTfcST^V^ PKmises *** 

(Chapter 7), and the issues and th™-     P,~   ^ Camer des«gn drivers 
D^ssions of „^ pTaihÄ?a« 8) * "^ S 
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SYNOPSIS 

OPERATIONAL CONTEXT FOR FUTURE CARRIERS 

The carriers being considered now will probably be in the force beyond 
the middle of the next century, some of those acquired to replace the 
NIMITZ-class ships may still be in operation at the end of the century. The 
"presence" and warfare missions of the carriers and their aviation are not 
expected to change significantly, but the operational context in which they 
will carry out missions and the means for doing so will change considerably. 

Specific elements of our overseas posture, including overseas military 
bases, are becoming more uncertain or insecure. The Navy provides the only 
force that can establish a visible, persistent presence in a troubled or 
threatened area for stabilization, deterrence, or rapid response to clear 
threats to U.S. interests with military force, without impinging on the 
sovereignty of any nation in such an area. 

Although the U.S. security emphasis has shifted to the Third World, the 
retained military might of the Soviet Union remains a continuing, latent 
threat to the United States and is therefore of concern to the Navy. It could 
reemerge as a major national concern very rapidly. The Navy must remain 
prepared to meet Soviet naval warfare elements having attack capability with 
short tactical warning. This requirement has not been changed by the 
current Soviet withdrawal from confrontation in Europe. 

Third World countries are acquiring military capabilities that can 
seriously threaten U.S. naval forces at sea and that can effectively oppose 
strike warfare by naval aviation over land. These capabilities are 
summarized in Table 2.1 and elaborated in Chapter 5. 

Alrhough the war with Iraq suggested that some Third World countries 
may not now be able to use all their advanced equipment effectively, they 
can be expected to learn or be taught how to do so over the lifetimes of the 
ships being considered. Also, Iraq's inability to capitalize on its advanced 
equipment must be rttributed perhaps in large part to the effectiveness of 
U.S. systems and their use. 

Current proposals to limit the levels of arms sales to Third World 
countries will take significant time to implement If accepted they may be 
expected to slow the growth of military capabilities of those countries, but 

X 
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gt^r ;feZg
mrfac,ure and ^arms shif™- «*»*»«*« 

Th^w1^0",,^thrCatS and P0*5^ combat areas from «he USSR to the 
■Hurt World will mean an increase in operations in littoral or coastal 
regions where the U.S. fleet will become more accessible Zpro iS 
opposing tactical aviation and antiship weapon systems. TTte ba«le for S 
supremacy wall move away from the Soviet-oriented three-tiered opTnSean 
«nano (outer air ba,tle, area SAM defense, c.ose-in ship setEe^o 
become a mixed battle involving integrated use of SAMs and fighter aiSa? 

at Ä ftf£nSe- GUided WCap0nS °f a» kinds' ^ and onerS 
fhS,Z g      m S0UrCCS °f 0ppOsinS fire w'» t**0™ the norm in bo?h threat and carrier operations. 

Over iU lifetime the carrier system will have to be prepared to work with 
and contend with . flexib.e array of capabilities in wha^«^«! «« 

s^tem w?iIta« L     ,"d,cat'ons •« that the Navy and the naval aviation 

SS^LTS »^e:°edront,nUe t0 StnVe f0r ,hC ^ teta**-' -P"*»* 

THE CARRIER SYSTEM 

The carrier is part of a complex maritime warfare and naval aviation 

2££?7T"?-that inClUdCS Sea"based avia,ion=the sh?p asTbS Se defenses of the sh.p and the fleet of which it is a part- the tareetST Ä 
ogisnc, and support systems for all of the functions?and he Snnel and* 

training to operate and maintain them. The system c^mrxSZbepan 
l.f ,hT °" ~mPlement of the <*™r, they may bfpart oVXe 2rrie" 
bf !a„d XTy f",°f thC neel ,hat accomPa">« «he carter, or SS2J 
be Und- or space-based, even though they are pan of (i.e., -organic' toUhe 
«borne nation system. The carrier system also has manyS to and 
often works tnteractively with, forces of the other armed seJc« under the 
command and control of a regional commander-in-chiefTSS 

Like any major system, all the components of the carrier system are tied 
together m complex feedback loops. Significant changeT.„ oS^rt ^ 
sSToTS? ?' dJstribution ^ unctions ***** in £ often; 
Some of the issues that will drive carrier design must be resolved inTther 
parts of the total system as well as in the desig of the «rrS 
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FUTURE CARRIER SYSTEM TECHNOLOGY 

The potentially most influential technology candidates for use in future 
earner systems are listed and their significance and possible dates of 

ofSmT 3M SU
/"

,mariZCd in Ch3pter 6-; Summafy Table 2.2 lists some 
of them roughly (but not altogether) in the order in which they come into 
play m the earner design; this listing may be considered as part of the data 

Presenn:Sesho°rt?PreCia,e ^ ^ **1* *"« 3"d «^ °Ptions » * 
Each area of technology will have associated costs, risks, and payoffs. 

The technologies listed in Table 2.2 are the ones expected to have the 
largest payoff in improving carrier design and the capability of sea-based 
aviation. As a general matter, and following from the definitions of relevant 
time periods given in Chapter 1, the farther in the future Table 2.2 shows 
the initial availability of a carrier- or carrier-system-related technology to be, 
the higher will be the technical risk in trying to achieve it, and the hieher 
will be the total cost of achieving it, relative* nearer-term systems 

CARRIER DESIGN DRIVERS AND THEIR IMPLICATIONS 

note?h?rf IL(Z main "^r15" °f fUtUrC aTtitr *«&■ ^ imPa« is 
SSL^tSfnh?.,SSUes;;ey raise are dis«**<l » the next sJction, tamer System Options and Issues." 

1. Trends in aircraft technology determine the size and influence the 

dS 1i"Z mt •** 3nd ,todbre determine much about the sSand 
Sei:       ama " 3 Wh0,C-    ThCSe UendS are mOVÜ,8 in three 

and ,h,^f^Sraph,?"y I*?™ neCd f0r ,on«er-«nge «rike aircraft and the threat-driven desirability of longer standoff from hostile shores 

rSirVSf« heavierJCTOL airCTa* *" «n outgrow the current 
ar?^ ^ ^ Cnt,Cal airCraft systems in this 8"™h trend 
£L£ . V" mUSl replaCC *' a«in« E-2C- S-3' and EA-6B to 
provide tactical support To accommodate to the growth trend starting 

•    ^füD RDTAE bud«et <"«««• lo Mrrier-syMem-rclated efforts, excetx for van».,™« ;„ 

in« Navy will nave to change pnonties according. ^ 
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be extended and ooeratin. m/™- ' pult and arrcsti"S gear can 
•*W «o the forvvTd pSf «52 «2?^ ' Sma" *i4 «» * 
•argen or more of the f^nctioL ca„ b!i ^ "* ""»» an * «"ade 
Any of these solutions ^"^TZ^r™ by 0ffboard 9»tons. 
Penates and costs, which SS^ ^ " ***** 

>^^Z^^^™™ Powered „ft 
"i engine thrust-to-weicht ratinlJZ \ * from »ntinual increases 
™e convertible, high W0™°1 "^ StruCtural **W» toc££ 
danced tactical .Vp^E™ S"*C°U'd^'»«°?£ 
»^^««»««»ft^^^^ 0n ,ar^ carriers, and the 
based on large carriers aid onTmS COmba, func,ions «tat are 
will cany penalties as wej^ "S     ^ ^^ Shi^ **>■** £? 
tables of technologicaUdva^S;;1'0, V?*™* in ,he "^ 
aircraft also open'the iK1;^ 6, both classes of 
earners without catapults and amLtZ    ^ but Verea,i,e smaller 
»niplementingthelafgecame^rs a"d?„If*' 5"1 Qn * «*1 '" 

c Unmanned aerial vSSes to Äf
U,depemta,t "P"*»* 

especally high-altitude, lone-enS™      ** suPP°rtin* roles, and 
reliability and that can SS 7?? that have spacecraft 
^™^«^?Z^J££^ Such 

Wsea-shmmingmissilesSng^a 1 nr
U ** * StCa,,h* h'gh- leaktng through the outer defense™Smaneuvers: «eep-diving missiles 

^.rheads; and large torpedo^ ^^^iles "*> «aneuverinl 
Mmes wtu ^^ , ^ "J£J Äf ""f* ,he shiP's k«t 
defense role and the other battle I™«.. , e Carrier's Nation in the 
the threat Haunchers'an^ on, 1„S¥*"** *" * t0 *** «f« 
some of these threats leaSS Zf "' d*tance from the caS 
greatly enhanced close-in dffS J« ,0ngCr-ran«e ™*™* will requS 
carrier itself. Suability ^SZSSZ ***"" ta °' «*-«S 
active means: y    ° "* ennanced by a combination of passive and 

-*J t^JS?^^™*»™ reduaion that 
e^ier, and (2) enhanced esSani

do'Tr0n,C Warfare and de«Ption 

,7 
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signatures including unique ship radars and communications with their 
antennas, and some aspects of ship and aircraft operating procedures. 
Improved damage control can be achieved through advanced shipboard 
sensing and communications, and automation, that enhance knowledge 
of damage and responsiveness to it Greater resistance to underkeel 
torpedo damage is the most severe design requirement (see Volume II, Ship 
Technology and Weapons Technology Group Reports); it demands space 
and th,;s affects ship layout, especially of magazines, or ship size. 

b. Increased active defense, including self-defense of the carrier and 
improved battle group defense systems, would entail AEGIS-Iike radars 
on the carrier to carry out functions of the current radars and to extend 
the engagement envelopes (and would remove a set of unique carrier 
signatures in the process); new planar array electronically scanned radars 
for horizon scan and close-in defense; electronic countermeasures and 
decoying systems on the carrier, vertical-launch missile bays aboard the 
earner to provide more firepower, active torpedo defense aboard the 
earner, mine sweeping in areas the carrier must transit; incorporation of 
the radar improvements in other ships of the battle group and improved 
integration of the defenses on the carrier and in the entire battle group 
with requisite attention to sturdy, low-probability-of-intercept 
communications to enable the integration. 

These are near- to mid-term problems and solutions. Clearly all the 
above measures interact, and they can be applied selectively. Overall, the 
active defense improvements tend to add less cost to the carrier system than 
do the passive defense measures, because they require less redesign of the 
earner and they can be undertaken without forcing carrier growth. However 
many useful passive defense enhancements can be incorporated in carriers 
of current size for modest cost 

Advanced directed-energy weapons (high-powered microwave weapons, 
lasers, particle beams) or electromagnetically driven hypervelocity kinetic- 
energy weapons (railguns, coilguns) can be advantageous in carrier defense. 
However, all face severe developmental and practical problems that will 
delay their application until the mid- to long-term periods, and their 
availability will depend on continued R&D support It will also be useful 
subject to world developments and to arms control and policy restraints to 
make available the capability to deploy low-yield nuclear warheads' to 
counter nuclear-armed attacks and possibly for other special defense 
applications if the need should arise. Depending on the combat conditions 
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anticipated, the development can be straightforward or very demanding 
technically. 

3. Advances in the areas of propulsion and management of large amounts 
of usable power can enhance ship survivability and efficiency and make 
available an array of important new capabilities: 

a. The current generation of reactors is extremely reliable but aging 
in technology, advanced, higher-power-density reactors, if they were 
available, could lead to significant volume savings that might be applied 
to the volume needs of ship active and passive defense. Also, attention 
in reactor R&D, design, and operation can be given to extending the life 
of the fuel rods in reactors, increasing the interval between refuelings 
and thus enabling significant operating and support cost savings. The 
two directions may or may not be mutually exclusive; one purpose of a 
reactor R&D program would be to reconcile them to the extent feasible. 

b. Advances in energy management and electric power transmission 
and conditioning systems are necessary for electric drive, electric 
catapults and arresting gear, and electrodynamic armor-all mid- to 
long-term contributions to carrier survivability; they would also be 
necessary for operation of the directed-energy and electromagnetically 
driven hypervelocity kinetic-energy weapons. 

4. Advanced logistics and personnel support systems. These include 
computer-supported design and operation of support and logistic systems; 
application of production system concepts to aircraft operation and 
turnaround; application of 'instrumented ship" damage control concepts to 
condition-based ship maintenance; changes in habitability, provisioning, and 
resuppry concepts and doctrines; modern personnel selection, classification, 
and assignment techniques; imbedded training; and many other 
support-oriented measures that have the potential to increase sorties, reduce 
personnel, make volume available for other purposes such as sustainability 
or survivability measures, and make it possible to insert new technologies 
without increasing manning requirements. 

CARRIER SYSTEM OPTIONS AND ISSUES 

The Naval Studies Board's careful consideration of the main factors 
affecting carrier design and of the possibilities for resolving the problems 
they pose has led to description of four basic options for future aircraft 
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carriers and carrier systems. The options are presented here to show the 
range of possibilities that was considered in the study. Review of the 
options and their implications led to the board's recommending the courses 
of action presented subsequently: 

1. An advanced NlMITZ-type carrier, within the NIMITZ-sue envelope 
(overall dimensions). The ship would be changed to the extent feasible to 
meet some of the most severe threats and engineering problems foreseen 
and to capitalize on some of the most important of the technological 
opportunities in the offing. This would be the least expensive option; the 
cost could range from that for a current NIMITZ-class ship up to 10 to 15 
percent more, depending on the extent of internal change and new passive 
and active protection incorporated. Survivability enhancement would 
depend on compromises in the use of space from other functions (such as 
reduced magazine volume or a smaller air wing) for enhanced passive 
defense, and on capacity to incorporate enhanced active self-defense systems. 

2. A new, large monohull. This ship would offer more scope for 
change, including an air wing with larger and heavier aircraft having more 
range and payload capability and more ability to defeat stealthy attackers, 
enhanced ability to reduce the ship's signature that permits targeting by 
opposing forces, improved underkeel torpedo protection for the carrier, and 
more self-defense. This ship would be larger than one in the NIMITZ class, 
in a range from 100 to 400 ft longer. Depending on the extent of changes 
incorporated, it would displace 105,000 to 215,000 tons. In particular, one 
version of such a ship might be a "stretched NIMITZ*, 125 ft longer and 
displacing 110,000 tons. This ship might cost 10 percent more than a 
NIMITZ-class ship not including other changes such as significantly 
upgraded active defenses and nonrecurring costs associated with design 
upgrade and drydock extensions. At the other extreme, a ship, including full 
allowance for the aircraft- and survfvability-related changes reviewed (both 
active and passive defenses), could reach 1,500 ft in length, displace 215,000 
tons, and cost as much as 100 percent more than a NIMITZ 

3. A large semisubmersible ship. This ship could offer the most 
extensive opportunities for signature reduction, and preliminary 
considerations suggest that it might have the greatest inherent damage 
resistance of all the options. It would have a rectangular flight deck of 
approximately the overall dimensions of the NIMITZ flight deck, configured 
to operate with all aircraft in the hangar decks except when being launched 
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or recovered, and ballasted to run wit«, th* „™„ ., 
hulls at about a 125-ft deoth hZ ZI ^ Pullers on the submarine-like 
40 ft to enter harbors The Z Ä? "i ^ ^ 1Bd draw about 

and about 660,000 tons ^ü, taltat »d 5f T« ^^ ^ CmVty' 
would require four tirn^The ^Tof a NIM^ " ^^ "^ and '« 
knots. This is slower than theTonohunf I , ? "* "^to achieve " 
over-deck requirements LnlnlT,. ' "'* S,ÜJUmP could redu« wind- 
wou!d ^^S^^^?M»^^«««ed. This ship 

semisubmersibles, so ttat to dSS'ST f"" CUrTent CXpen'ence ** 
* fraught with unla10v4VrndTunetS;S>P,LCm,C0U,d * "P60" ,0 

costs from a combination of camer a^dTubta^ °" CXtraP°,ation of 
might cost three times as much asTJnvnT^ .«»«niction costs, it 
engineering problems couTd ra£ tSm^ H^"' 

and u«P*ed 
a NIMITZ-class carrier. M mUCh * four ,imes ^ cost of 

°^o^^ 
different conditions JÄÄS?,0^,lr*1»»*! 
operation, self-defense, and ofSaS £££ÄÄS? " 

STOVL fighter/light attack ÄT™ ^1^ ^ ? M DeW 

supersonic cruise capability or a smaiw <£,. • ,ght class *** 
the STOVL t&J ^'^££^W^taa^t'*'« 
antisubmarine warfare (ASwfndS^ ^ convertible rotorcraft for 
catapult and arresting^ ^SSSffT8 ^ II ^^ n°t have 
maintenance capability, anJ indeSn^'      gaane "P"«"* onboa'd 

of the cost of a NIMITZ-clasx .hin   -n™   u -      0Uld ** about 6° Percent 

support of amphibious operation.^ Z K ? ^.the ,arge cantas; » 
environments. The value ^SzZ 1 ^ ia Iess ^eatening 
- development of toneTa^g^T" ^ ** «""^ 
^^^obemefiäonthela^S^sZ^''** ne?D

a™aft,*emselves wurgecVNs, andon current LPHILPD3.type ships, 

JlK «argot class of amphibious assault ships. 
Cksses of amphibious assault ships. 
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so that their development need not be contingent on a decision to develop the 
small carrier. 

For a ship itself, cost is roughly proportional to displacement, with some 
economies of scale in going to larger ships. The rough cost estimates given 
for the different carrier options are based mainly on ship weight, and the 
ranges are based on considerations of uncertainty or risk in the designs. The 
cost associated with including a particular technology in the carrier system 
for a carrier of a given size cannot easily be forecast without particularized 
design studies, because many technological exchanges may accompany the 
incorporation of a single major technological advance and this may lead to 
more or less overall cost of the carrier and the system. 

Some key issues regarding the overall desirability of the different options 
are as follows: 

• Although the Soviet threat has subsided at least for the moment, 
the next-generation carrier and those of succeeding generations will 
have to contend with potential opposition, including forces from 
many countries that even now are acquiring advanced technical and 
combat capabilities that can stress the current carrier system to its 
limits. The ships may also have to deal with a resurgent Soviet 
threat, from uncertain directions, on short notice. 

• Most potential solutions to the problems imposed by the new 
operational context and the increasingly capable threats against U.S. 
carriers tend to cause carrier growth. The growth implied by 
ensuring enhanced passive underkeel torpedo protection without 
reduction of air wing and magazine size would be the determining 
item for future carrier size; if that growth were accepted there 
would be adequate ship space for the larger and heavier aircraft that 
might otherwise cause ship growth. There would also be more 
ample space for augmented passive and active self-defense of the 
ship. 

• A larger carrier can thus be made more likely to survive, and larger 
aircraft will be more capable and will give the system more su iking 
and defensive power at longer range. Growth of the ship can be 
restrained by forgoing some performance gains of onboard aviation 
and accepting more risk of damage to or loss of the ship. 

• The criticality of the ATS function (including surveillance and 
targeting, airborne early warning, antisubmarine warfare, and 
electronic warfare) as a driver of carrier size depends on where the 
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• Design changes to make a carrier more efficient and increase its 
damage resistance without growth could add or reduce costs, in 
some combination that will not be known until a new design is 
undertaken. Many potential capital cost increases will be more than 
offset by reduced life-cycle costs, requiring the budgeting and 
planning system to exchange near- for far-term savings. As is so 
often the case, decisions may have to be made to accept larger 
"front-end" costs if the desired, much larger "downstream" cost 
savings are to be gained. 

LARGE SEA-BASED PLATFORMS-A SPECIAL CASE 

In asking the Secretary of the Navy to have this study performed. 
Congress also expressed interest in an exploration of the possibilities for 
building large platforms from which all manner of aircraft, rather than those 
especially configured for current types of aircraft carriers, could operate. 

One option available for such a system is a large platform, with a size, 
for example, on the order of 9000 by 900 ft, based on a combination of deep 
sea oil rig and hollow-column-plus-platform modular construction. This 
platform, which would be the quasi-permanent seaborne analog of a tactical 
air base on land, would be able to operate any aircraft ranging fror 
land-based fighters to large military transport aircraft. Another option is a 
semisubmersible ship, such as that described above, about 2000 ft long and 
configured to operate any combat aircraft that can operate within the 
standards established for operation from carriers or from runways with bomb 
craters, and tactical transport aircraft like the C-130. 

It is estimated roughly that the "island" option would cost from S4 billion 
to $8 billion, based on extrapolation of estimates for offshore airports and 
allowance for military specialization and lack of experience with assembled 
structures of that scale. The ship option would cost in the $40 billion to S55 
billion range, based on extrapolation of the estimate for the large 
semisubmersible carrier option. The cost difference between the two 
platform options would buy mobility. The large island could be moved only 
very slowly (about 2 to 4 knots, if indeed it did not have to be disassembled 
and reassembled in another place); assembling it, stabilizing it against wind 
and ocean current pressures, and keeping it flat and rigid enough for aircraft 
operations would pose difficult engineering problems. Calculations based 
on SWATH design principles indicate that the ship version could move at 
about 20 knots in a practical design, but it would face all of the same 
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RECOMMENDED PROGRAM 

RECOMMENDED COURSES OF ACTION 

Desirable future CTOL aircraft range and payload characteristics and 
more potent threats facing the carrier system in the future give many reasons 
forthe earner to increase in size from the current NIMITZ-class ship to one 
that is longer and of larger displacement. These reasons have been sketched 
above and are discussed in more detail in Part Two. The -stretched« 
NIMITZ-version of such a larger carrier, 125 ft longer than a NIMITZ and 
displacing 110,000 tons, appears especially attractive in this respect because 
it would not have as large an impact on the infra, ructure as other designs 
for larger ships, it would give a measure of added underkeel torpedo 
protection, and it would accommodate new aircraft of the higher «eights 
being contemplated. However, the 'stretched" NIMITZ would not provide 
enough additional torpedo protection to permit foregoing added active 
defenses so that the total cost of the ship could grow to as much as 25 

E,,h
m?re;,han 3 ?MTnL °ther *"** ran * made »" the cS£ 

>if  u   ™ £2"ly ,nCTeasC ^«^ess and efficiency at lesser cost 
SS^nT"2'?" ?" enVel0pe- "^ 0PP°™ni«ies should^ seized at all stages when the technologies to do so can be applied R&D 
programs are recommended to provide additional options for improved 
effectiveness and efficiency in the later mid-term to long-term periods; when 
earner system needs may change significantly. ^ 

The advisability of pursuing a dual-track carrier development program 
that includes the large (NIMITZsize or larger) and small (about uKS 
size) earners has also been considered.' The smaller carrier would require 
1£2? «m£ * f"*"?* of P°wered «ft aircraft. However, since such 
aircraft can be valuable for carriers of any configuration and size the 
deosion to develop them should not be tied to any particular carrier design. 
The smaller earner, viewed in its own context, would cost nearly two-thirds 

UiA/UTOisus<ri«mpty»arq>rerattÜooofUiecamCTi«^ r-rri«. 
eat » trod oa $19 per lb (compared with $18 per lb for the NIMTm^^l       ^." 
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M™   <   s gC °ne"WhllC emb3rk3nS ab™ one-third as many aircraft 
More such earners could establish -presence" in different pile«,' 
«mu taneoujjr within a given budget, but with less fightingpo™ afeS 
location.   While there would thus be advantages in havinTs^alletit 

T^T1 CapabÜitieS*,hiS StUdy did "0t **»«* enough a v?n    etr 
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be learned about a to be able to judge whether the smaller carter St 
become a desirable future option. 8 ' 

cantol^S HH Stra,eey V ,he S,Udy «""P re^mr"ends for future earner system development and acquisition: 

thJ'.  PIaVhe neaMerm "^^ and the early mid-term carriers so that 

NIMS hun I,hC T ** CnVe,0pe « the NIMITC *»™«VK N MFTZ hull form. Attention should be given to modular design so that 
valuable improvements in subsystems can be easily and quaStrati 
a appropnate inters as they become available from R&DftSS£ 
ha a earner with «he modifications described immediately below may cS 

10 t  15 percent more than a NIMITZ-class carrier as one exists toSy 

2.    Concentrate on improving active carrier self-defense including th» 
essenüal radar changes summarized above and elaborated^ ^o'^ 

IZ- ZleTfUrC rCdUCti0n and deCeP,ion: missiI« in WtaS 
fn^J P ?, C,0SC",n gU" Systems and KlMefense missiles- shipboard 
orpedo and mine defense; integrated electronic countermeaSr« S) 

and decoytng; and .mproved integration of all the shipboard defetS swtems 
with each other and with the other battle group defenses. 

mod«, S"anad »"*" dCfenSe t0 thC «*» *"»* -th 
a. Reasonably    achievable    signature    reduction     esneciallv 

co^denng radar cross section (RCS) and its compa^ili^S 

2ST° ""S" and dCCOying mCaSUres«and noü* »dwake SluctTon through propeller improvements and machinery quieting; 
b. Design for greater survivability, including selective application of 

unproved armor and ability ,o absorb hits with less ^SSSSS^ 
c Improved damage control, through internal distribution of 

sensors, controlled ventilation and cleaningVem that (Tden^en 
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or flush toxic substances as needed, appropriate automation, and a sturdy 
internal ship communication system. 

4. Incorporate loeistics- and personnel-oriented advances in technology 
and design characteristics (Part Two) to achieve the potentially available 
operating efficiencies and personnel reductions; pay special attention in 
doing so to "capturing" the ship interior volume freed by reductions in 
personnel to make it available for other purposes. The potential personnel 
savings and operational efficiencies achievable from application of modern 
personnel and logistic engineering can be translated into increased sortie 
rates, more effective sorties, and gains in ship sustainability and survivability, 
as well as in reduced operations and support (O&S) costs. Achieving these 
gains will require attention from the top levels of the Navy where overall carrier 
system characteristics are specified, accepted, and verified, since none of the 
designers, builders, program managers, or commanders at the ship and aircraft 
subsystem and system levels is responsible for the overall level of personnel on 
the ship or the cost and effectiveness implications of personnel-related decisions 

that they may make. 

5. To stay within the NIMITZ-size envelope, adapt existing and 
near-term aircraft designs for the tactical support area to meet mission 
requirements imposed by threat evolution to about 2010: e.g., let the 
enhanced self-defense compensate for the effects of possible shortcomings 
in long-range airborne early warning (AEW); develop electronic warfare 
(EW) versions of the A-X when it is defined; explore extending the S-3 
airframe or adapting newly available high-performance rotorcraft to improve 
ASW capability, take prudent steps such as those described in Chapter 7 to 
enable the ship to operate somewhat heavier aircraft if need be; and improve 
the battle group's ability to operate in joint modes with shore- and 
space-based systems. These actions would fill the gap until newer systems 
could be made available for the mid term and beyond. 

6. Pursue a carrier-oriented R&D program to open new options for 
carrier evolution in the mid- and long-term periods. Although there are 
many pertinent R&D projects, there is currently no comprehensive R&D 
program aimed explicitly at improving aircraft carriers. Many of the 
advances in R&D programs for weapons, aircraft, and smaller ships can have 
the effect of advancing the carrier and the carrier system, but adaptations 
become necessary during carrier design and construction. A program of 
R&D explicitly designed to advance the carrier and the overall carrier system 
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results can be expected, as are judgments as to the level of risk associated 
with the development of the technologies. 

Risk is linked to the state of the art and of practice in the technology. 
Low-risk activities are those based on technology that has been implemented 
in the field at some point, requiring only the time and resources for 
application and integration in some current context. Medium-risk efforts are 
those for which the basic phenomena are reasonably well understood, and 
which may have been the subjects of successful laboratory experimentation, 
but which have yet to be applied to an operating system. High-risk 
endeavors are those for which the concepts and early theory and 
experimentation may exist, but for which much of the phenomenology 
remains to be described and implemented in hardware or software; the 
technical risk involved in trying to bring them to successful application is 
therefore high, because unknown or unexpected hurdles can prove highly 
expensive or even present insurmountable difficulties. Within the 
characteristic cost level of the systems and subsystems under consideration, 
higher risk entails higher research-to-hardware cost, although the 
performance of the hardware might reduce overall costs in the long run. 
Also, as will become apparent during the detailed discussion in Part Two, 
depending on the capability it can take more or less time to bring a 
capability to fruition, regardless of the level of risk. 

1.    Aircraft Systems 

• Range extension with landing-speed reduction for CTOL 
aircraft (near to mid term; low risk). 

• Structural materials suited to carrier environment, for low 
observability (LO) designs (near to mid term; medium risk). 

• STOVL fighter/attack aircraft technology and prototype 
development (mid term; medium risk). 

• Systems to facilitate and enhance night and bad-weather 
operations (near to mid term; low to medium risk) 

• Lightweight counterstealth aircraft radar systems (mid term; 
high risk). 

• High-performance rotorcraft concepts: ASW, tanker, carrier 
onboard delivery (COD), rescue (mid to long term; low to 
medium risk). 

• Unmanned aircraft surveillance systems, especially HALE, with 
spacecraft reliability (i.e., long time on station, operating 

/ 
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AFwV^T1 a
l
ir",°"air rCfudab,C from ,he «"rief, for AEW and other tasks (mid to long term; medium risk). 

2    Passive Carrier Survivability (near to mid term) 

• All areas of ship, aircraft, and weapon system signature 
management (low to medium risk) signature 

• Damage isolation and control throughout the ship (low risk) 
• Instruments the ship, ,o support damage control and 

mamtenance (medium risk). 
• Passive torpedo protection, including especially protection 

against underkee. torpedoes (could'be low or ^ 
^Pending on constraints and implementation) sr^rfor seiective pr°,ection *«*- «* ~ 

3.    Active Carrier Self-Defense 

• ^erm miSSiIe 3nd Cl0se-in weaP°ns s^ern (CIWS) gun system improvements (low risk) v^»"^i gun 

I    NS^I 
eXtTi0n °f AEGIS <™d te™; med'™ risk). 

to m^Tum tkT rarrier 3CtiVC defenS^ir and ««*«> 0°" 
• Directed-energyand hypervelocity kinetic-energyweapons none 

tern; h,gh risk), and low-yield nuclear warhSds KS 
apphcattons in air defense (mid term; medium rükf 

4.    Propulsion and Electrical Systems (mid to long term) 

• ^nced,safe,high-power-densityreaaors(highrisk);reaaorS 

• H^*g'TTming Ume betWeen Leungs (medium rSk) 
^£"^Wer^ensity'Mfe'ene^^nveRion,^ndi«ioningand management systems (medium risk). g 

• Electric drive (medium risk). 
• All-electric "yellow gear"5 (medium risk). 

Aircraft- and munitions-handling equipment. 
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5. Radio-Electronic and Acoustic Battle Management (Continues from 
present through long-term; carrier system needs modularity for continual 
upgrade.) 

• Complete integration of the active carrier self-defense systems 
aboard the carrier, and with battle group defense and offense 
operations, including sturdy, multimedia, hard-to-detect 
communications (low to medium risk). 

• LO and counter-LO sensors and sensor systems (medium to 
high risk). 

• Advanced targeting systems, including "forward pass" with 
appropriate data link capacity and multimode battle integrity, 
for strike and defensive warfare (medium risk). 

• Broadly defined EW and decoying systems to work with carrier 
signature management and defense (medium risk). 

• Improved battle group command center designs, in association 
with carrier and battle group combat information system design 
(low risk). 

6. Advanced Logistics and Manpower Engineering (near to mid term; 
all low risk) 

• All areas affecting personnel and training; computer-based 
operation, maintenance, and support systems for the ship, 
aircraft, and weapons with emphasis on reliability, 
maintainability, and modularity for easy replacement of aging 
subsystems; rapid aircraft turnaround concepts; all applications 
of automation to these purposes and to ship operation and 
damage control—all these areas with the purpose of making the 
carrier system and its operations more effective and efficient 
with fewer people, and to "capturing" interior volume for other 
uses. 

• Improving compatibility of carrier and underway replenishment 
ships. 

7. Special Opportunities—opportunities are available to make special 
gains in understanding of carrier systems that, if capitalized on, can 
contribute invaluable data for mid- to long-term carrier design. Among the 

! most interesting are the following: 
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Use of the FORRESTAL, which is to be transferred to training 
status in 1992, as a test bed to experiment with and develop 
several of the concepts described in this report, for defense 
togistic support, crew reduction, and operations (medium risk)' 
Design and model studies of all aspects of large 
semisubmersible ships, with special attention to the technical 
problems, signature reduction, enhanced survivability better 
cost estimates, and changed operational concepts in the lone 
term (low risk). ° 

L^rge-scale structural model experiments (possibly including 
highly instrumented live fire test of a carrier destined to be sold 
for scrap), to help quantify better than is now possible the 
effects of underkeel torpedo explosions, to aid design studies of 
passive protection of carriers and other large ships (medium 

building , Urge prototype workable «hip may, of cou«, become , high-risk «davor. 
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BACKGROUND 

h~,? S,U
f
dy

K
such ^^ annot ** star,<* with a wholly clean slate.  It is 

T2ZlC S!a8t f°r Undf,anding ,hC ^ 0f the ««* and «he icsulS it conveys by making expl.cit as many as possible of the underlying 
«suinptions and premises. Even the definition of an aircraft carter should 
not be taken for granted, since the results of the study will be™ 

KÄS °f """"S* lhat may differ fr0m 0thers> understanding about aircraft earners.   Tins section lays out the main assumptions and 

K^K,f f thC SC0Pe/nd direC,i0n °f ,hC StUd^ ^finesSeSrn" ^ em as the study group understands it, and reviews the times when there 
will be significant opportunities to change the carrier system. 

ASSUMPTIONS AND PREMISES 

1. The study accepts that there will be U.S. naval forces, of which the 
earners are a part, through the indefinite future. The future existence o* 
aircraft earners in some form is not an issue. However, carrier desim and 
the way earners carry out their missions could change significant^ 

2. The number of carriers that should be in the fleet is also not an 

It >s assumed that budgets will be tight in the foreseeable future, but that 
resources will be available to build and support needed maritime warfare 

However^h^.^r ***"■ CMSldered immune from «minatton. However, the fact that a question is raised, explored, and leads to some 
answers or system concepts does not necessarily imply ha, thTSswersTe 
advocated as conclusions or recommendations of the study 

4.    For purposes of this study, the nominal service lifetime of a carrier 
." TV° * *° yeaR- bKSMb^ o«»«* ^fueling 2n££Z££ 
and modernization programs. While this assumed value mighTcSeTn 
later circumstances, it seems reasonable in engineering S an?? £ 
reasonable accord with current plans and programs tJ£Z&££ 

Preceding page blank 
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v2t7 a„H Hy P  Tg faC,m Ca" f0r an averaSe amer *"** life of 45 
Lit     W !°rCe S,rUC,Ure budgets wi" Icad ,0 «"««" retirement for some of the non-nuclear carriers. However, the ENTERPRISE is just beine 

Sv iJad tn ,h, 1 JvyearS, .RlSmg C0M" °f fu,Ure maJ°r «*«*»» «^ easily lead to the addition of 5 years to planned service life for the other 
nuclear-powered aircraft carriers [CVNsJ and their successors.) 

5. The service life of a generation of aircraft is taken to be 30 vears 
with any individual aircraft remaining in service for 20 yeW Tm?* 
consistent with historic progressions of aircraft generations in bSh the sea 
and land-based tactical aircraft forces, and it accounts for the fact that ne^r 
generations of aircraft, which are becoming more expens v" han SS 
predecessors and are taking longer to develop, will prXblyTemau. a«te 

hereto"? *"* "*"* ^ ^^ "P****** ^ been the Se 

nrl 
& ^^^^'^^Se^riers-aboutthesizeoftheNIMrrZclass 

or larger-will be nuclear powered. The nuclear vs. conventiona power 2 

™£To£Tghly a thC ,ime °f thC CW/CVN; ^LnsThe" e 1970s. Nothmg in recent experience suggests that non-nuclear power for a 
new generation of large ships of the aircraft carrier (CV) Should b^ 
preferred; mdeed, future sustainability considerations^ would sl^es,ZiZ 

ZlZTei for raore ships if ^ini,iaI"» are dee™* WÄ Smaller carriers, some configurations of which are described, may Suuclear 

whom we are friendly now. However, the nature of those relaSonS TnJ 
he nature of relationships with current or potential opponents nSyT'such 

that the carrier force could interact in cooperative, guE, or' hSxüe wa« 
wtthvjrtuallv any nation's military forces afsome uSln thelurf S 
* a furtiier implication that 0*1 equipment and strategies will have tote 

S,Sed°rr„dLCOinpatMity «* ^ °f nCW ^nTto Sl^ use denied to new enemies, perhaps on short notice.   Therefore, the 

7CW (aircraft carrier [medium]) w. CVN (aircraft carrier [nuclear]). 
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operational conuxt defining the military capabilities needed in a future 
earner requires attenuon to potentially opposing capabilities rather than 
fa.tent.ons of any potential opponent That is, there is no "threat" nationa" 

AT Se•Kl;U, the:e Wi" bC CXtCnSive and «*d po.en.ia.ly oppSg 

THE AIRCRAFT CARRIER SYSTEM 

mnhSenCaiirier * 3 "IT ,aCtiCaI air base fmed int0 a horizontal, floating, 
TrovlL:       SC r0USh,y " ,0ng 3S thC Empire S,a,e BuiIdin* » high,  ft 

• A specialized form of runway (in effect, parallel runways) capable 
of simultaneous aircraft launching and recovery or rapidly 
alternating launches from and landings at several points on the 
[uiiW3y j 

• Tie-down and hangar space for the aircraft- 
• Aircraft refueling, maintenance, repair, and subsystem setup and 

rahbration space and facilities; 
• Weapon storage, loading, and setup space and facilities; 
• Aircrew and aircraft service crew living, planning, health, and 

recreational space and facilities; and 
• Living space and health and recreation facilities for the crews that 

operate the ship, the air wing, and their facilities. 

The carrier provides for the ship's self-protection in case of war 
mcludmg shipboard weapon systems in addition to defensive ITcraft aTd 
arge ing for those systems; and control and repair of damage n ^ tSe 

opSälint m W3r °r ^^ ^ 3 P€aCeÜme a^dem' S° ,h3t ft «»** 
The carrier is part of a maritime warfare and naval aviation system   In 

addition to the carrier, the system includes: "n system, in 

• Sea-based aircraft for strike warfare and for antiair, antisurface-ship 
and antisubmarine warfare; y' 

• Surveillance, command, control, communications, intelligence CC3« 
andtargeting systems, and other combat support such as electronic 
wrfare and nudair refueling, to enable them to cany out offensive 

Y"--*f'^ffiiiiti< mm ■ ■ i tii rfih i 
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• The weapons they use; 
» Offboard systems, on other ships or land based, to help protect the 

earner and the battle group, in addition to the defensive systems 
aboard the carrier; >™*ua 

• ud C3f 3nd tar£eting SyStem necessarX for the total defensive task; 

• Facilities and work space, aboard the carrier or one of the ships 
thataccompan.es it in the battle group, for the battle group or 

cZlnr Tf "?• ^ Staff' and °PeraUng crews> «**""»« command, control, and communications with links up and down the 
cha,n to other elements of the carrier battle force, to other fighMng 
forces and to regional commanders-in-c ;.ief (CINCs) and sometime! 
to National Command Authorities (NCAs). 

™ J^"™ in.br0ad PcpPectlve'the W™ components may be part of the 
aviation complement of the carrier; they may be part of the carrier Self 
hey may be pan of the flee« that accompanies the'carrier, orTh^ may be 

fcnd- or space-based, even though they are pan of (i.e.. "organi? w) the 

o?TZlTT1 SyStKm-, ^ eniirC ^^ ope««« under ?he command 

lam^X?gil^NC°rCe  —* Wh° h * «» — «* 
Like any major system, all the components of the carrier system are tied 

ogether m complex feedback loops. Significant changed oTep^rt of ^ 
system must affect the distribution of functions and costs in to eta 
Although this study is focused on the technology and design of the cS 
of the future, that design can be affected profoundly Change! SThe 
concepts of operation and/or the design of any of thTnnl^J™ 

SEES* V"system"we" -in £^ £££%?££ 
WIKT,^ • C°nStiaintS 3nd 0PF°"unities in carrier desig^ can and 
win affect the design and operation of all other parts of the system Thus 
some of the issues that will drive the carrier d£ign must b?SJ?S 
other parts of the total system as well as in the des^n oHhe caSer 

2 
A tade force inciud« more than one carrier and etemenu of more than one b«üe group. 
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INITIAL CONDITIONS OF THE STUDY 

The Carrier Air Wing 

The shape, size, and functioning of the carrier depend strongly on the 
aircraft that operate from it. The aircraft characteristics determine the 
landing space and catapult (or other takeoff) requirements of the carrier 
deck, and for a given hul! form those requirements essentially determine the 
design the ship. However, the carriers available at the time aircraft types are 
replaced likewise influence the design of the aircraft. The current large-deck 
carriers and their carrier air wings are thus matched to each other within the 
carrier system, as the result of decades of evolution of both. 

The carrier air wing currently includes between 80 and 100 fixed-wing 
and rotary-wing aircraft, with the former constituting the vast majority. The 
fixed-wing aircraft complement is composed entirely of conventional takeoff 
and landing (CTOL) aircraft, with the exception of the Marine Corps' 
AV-8B vertical or short takeoff and landing (V/STOL) light attack bomber 
that might be carried during some missions. The Navy combat aircraft 
currently include the F-14 long-range fighter, the F/A-18 fighter and light 
attack bomber (whose mission spectrum concentrates mainly on attack), and 
the A-6 medium attack bomber. Fixed-wing support aircraft include EA-6B 
aircraft for electronic warfare (EW) and aircraft for midair refueling, both 
built on the A-6 airframe; antisubmarine warfare (ASW) aircraft, using the 
S-3 airframe; and the E-2C airborne early warning (AEW) aircraft that help 
manage the defense of the carrier and the maneuver of aircraft forces in 
strike warfare. Aerial resupply and personnel exchanges are performed by 
carrier onboard delivery (COD) versions of the E-2 and the S-3. Helicopters 
include variants of the H-60 for ASW and air-sea rescue, and of the CH-53 
for heavy lift. 

The aircraft currently in the carrier air wing will be of obsolescent 
technology and will reach the end of their planned service lives during the 
early 2000s. Replacement plans are currently either under way or under 
study and discussion in the Navy, depending on the aircraft, and they have 
entered the Office of the Secretary of Defense (OSD) and congressional 
budget processes. 

The A-12 medium attack aircraft that was in development was canceled 
in early 1991 for technical and management reasons. Its airframe had also 
been under consideration for adaptation to fulfill some or all of the other 
roles currently filled by the A-6, and possibly others are noted. As this is 
written, a new aircraft or concept for the A-12 mission has not been 
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Current Status of the Carrier Fleet 
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not yet been authorized by Congress. Approximate time lines for the new 
generation of aircraft are also shown, to highlight the relationships between 
the carrier and aircraft lifetimes. The following key points should be noted 
from the relationships illustrated in Figure 1.1. 

Six conventional carriers are scheduled for retirement or conversion to 
training status before the year 2000 as new NIMITZ-class carriers are 
commissioned, with the carrier fleet limited to 12. The remaining KITTY 
HAWK(+) classes of carrier, and the ENTERPRISE (the first CVN), will 
be about 50 years old in the period from 2010 (KITTY HAWK) to 2018 
(JOHN F. KENNEDY). The NIMITZ and carriers in the NIMITZ class 
will need to be replaced starting in 2025. Planned refueling of the 
ENTERPRISE will keep it in the fleet until 2011 (or possibly longer). 

Viewed alternately, if there is a 12-carricr active fleet, between about 
2000 and 2025 the carrier fleet will have 8 NIMITZ-class carriers and it will 
need 4 replacements for the older conventional classes and the 
ENTERPRISE. Thus, during the three time periods being considered as 
relevant to the evolution of carrier technology, the opportunities to 
incorporate the technology in new designs can occur as follows: near term, 
involving the CVN-76; mid term, about 2005 to 2020, during which 3 new 
ships will be needed, and post-2025, when the NIMITZ class will start to 
nc d replacement At any point after 2010, more than 3 new carriers may 
be needed if the number in the active fleet again exceeds 12 carriers. Much 
of the new technology can be incorporated in the existing carriers during 
retrofit and modernization programs, during any of the periods when 
elements of the technology become available, independently of carrier 
replacement needs or decisions. 

The new generation of aircraft that will probably come into the fleet 
during the period 2000 to 2010 will overlap the near-term and early mid- 
term carrier replacement time periods (i.e., these aircraft will move from 
existing to new carriers while in service). But that generation of aircraft will 
start to need replacement after 2030, during the long-term carrier 
replacement period. Since the current and the next generations of carriers 
will each have to accommodate two generations of aircraft, the evolution of 
the ships and the aircraft, together, must be considered in thinking about the 
carrier itself. 

Thus whatever the Navy decides about the directions of evolution in the 
carrier force, it is necessary to contemplate a roughly 45-year (-2003 to 
2048) evolution of the aircraft-plus-carrier system before wholly new 
systems will have replaced every vestige of the current-design systems in 
service. It is also possible that the carrier-plus-aircraft system that replaces 
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OPERATING ENVIRONMENT AND CONTEXT 

To meet the terms of reference of this study it was deemed essential to 
examine the operational and military environment in which the new ships 
will hkely operate. This environment will determine the requirements for 
the future generations of aircraft and for defense of the carrier. Without an 
understanding of such requirements, the design of future carriers would have 
no sound operational foundation. 

GENERAL WORLD SITUATION IN 1991 

The fall of 19S9 saw a major change in the world strategic situation with 
the turning inward of the USSR, the freeing of Eastern Europe, and the 
public perception in the Western alliances that the Soviet threat had 
evaporated. This was but one set of dramatic events in a longer-term 
continuum of trends toward a differently oriented world geopolitical scene 
requiring a differently oriented U.S. strategic posture. Moreover, in part 
because of the events noted, it appears that for the indefinite future US 
strategic posture will have to be revised in an environment of constrained 
defense budgets. 

The long-term trends have included the growth of two major economic 
groupings-an economically unifying Western Europe, and a group of Pacific 
Rim countries with economies being integrated by Japan-whose GNPs are 
each of the same order as that of the United States and whose populations 
are larger. These economic groupings, militarily allied with the United 
States to meet Soviet militancy when it existed but increasingly our 
economic competitors, have technological capability that equals or is 
superior to ours in various parts of the commercial sphere and is catching 
up in the military sphere. They have or can build strong military forces It 
appears safe to project that over the lifetimes of the next generations of 
earners other powers will grow important, new power blocs will appear, and 
US. relations with various nations will change. 

/ 
/ 
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In the Third World/ which is subject to severe development pressures 
and where there are resources vital to the well-being of rhe United States 
and its allies, there has been an increase of nationalism and political 
instability exacerbated by the heightening of ancient rivalries and conflicts 
in many areas. These trends have been accompanied by the growth, aided 
by prior and current arms sale policies of the USSR, the United States, and 

IZ I"; °i militaiy S,rengthS that make conf,icts amonS «hose nations 
Su? «r, T,CIIW !"d danSerous< an<> 'ha. can be highly threatening 
to U.S. militaiy forces should we have to use those forces in defense of our 
interests and those of our allies. The portent for the industrialized and 
developrng nations and their economic well-being embodied in the conflict 
wi h Iraq has heightened our appreciation of the nature of the Third World 
militaiy challenge The outcome of Operation Desert Storm may deter 
many potential threats against U.S. and allied interests from the Third 
World, at least m the near term, but the antecedents of that conflict also 
illustrated that such challenges can arise unexpectedly and quickly 

In the future. Third World military capabilities are likely to continue 
£r,H«7' * 3 ^f of

u
economic competition among the industrialized 

Tr^Jt!?0* "?',hC POli,iCal taPeratives of arming allies in diverse 
areas, and because md.genous technological capabilities of growing regional 

£££?■£ , w^T'-Indi3' 3nd Brazi1' are aIso increa5'nS «"»being 
SI?t^t ?^rldK,ncnted arms «»«»W»* being considered noJ 
mU1 täte a long ime to implement if they are agreed upon, and they are 

ZTr, TJ!>^,m,?y t0 Sl?W rather than t0 St°P ,he drift S advanced arms tnto Third World arsenals. Although many Third World countries may not 
yet be adept in the development and use of advanced military systems 

SX^t0 becomc M over the ,ifetimes of the «W*». 
wnr,?™0rld,S eCOn°1!iC trCndS have led t0 »«ernationalization of the 
world s economies, so that the United States depends heavily on overseas 
sourcesof resources and manufactured goods as well as overseas sales of our 
own products. The sea and air lines of communication to those sources are 
thus vital to our strength and welfare, as well as to our defense. At the 
same time, our freedom to use bases in allied countries to protect US 

land-locked, with litüe easy access to open oceans. 
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interests beyond direct defense of the allies has been reduced. Our allies 
wish to have a say in how we use the bases on their territory, and they have 
at times objected to our using them for purposes they disagree with or that 
they fear may work against their own interests. Such patterns can be 
expected to become the norm in U.S. overseas military involvements. 

As specific elements of our overseas posture become more uncertain or 
insecure, the Navy must come to represent an increasingly important part of 
our forward security posture. It provides the only force that can establish 
a visible, persistent presence in a troubled or threatened area for 
stabilization and deterrence without impinging on the sovereignty of anv 
nation in such an area, and for rapid response to an attack on our interests 
with military force. But while one cannot say whose forces, specifically the 
new earner system should be designed to fight over the next 20 to 50 years 
some categorization by potentially opposing capabilities is possible. 

TRENDS IN MARITIME WARFARE2 

Worldwide, broad-area surveillance by many nations, including our own 
will mean that unless ship signatures are reduced it will become increasingly 
difficult for naval surface forces to hide in the vastness of the ocean To 
avoid telegraphing moves, unless that is desired, to engage opposition on 
land at the sometimes large geographic distances that can be involved in 
Third World contingencies, and to make targeting and attacks against the 
battle force more difficult, dispersed battle force formations and strike 
warfare beginning initially at some distance from target areas are visualized 
for the early stages of warfare involving carrier forces. This would continue 
a post-World War II trend toward dispersal of the battle group, with 
offensive tactical aircraft or missile firepower concentrated from increasing 
ranges. However, the evolution of threat weapon systems will affect this 
trend in complex ways that are explored in some detail at various points in 
the remainder of this report. 

MAM TS DOted If 14C,i0n '"d ,hC ,echnol°Sy involved are described to detail in 
NAVK1: ImphcmonsofAdvancing Technolog farNavalOperationsin the Twauy-FimCauJy 

\S£SSSi        Cound,'t Navals,udia Bo"- ^'™^«y^5 
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Washington, D.C 1988> tha7 £ ™~! !T":" (National Academy Press, 
batde gSup strike S2r m ÄX2?S?E ? ^ aPPr°ach^ 
» the «rrier and its aviation ^S^^SS^^ 
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Both offensive and defensive maritime warfare doctrines and systems will 
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c^mStln wh,vh ? -Ü he,r Sh'P S defensc- ^ information war is a contest in which each s.de attempts to learn as much as possible about the 
composinons, locations, and activities of the other, and aCu« hi d pa Ues 
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concealment and deception (CAD). Information gathering ™?manTother 
mformation-related activities such as communication «J nala io'nJj 
depend on systems in space, without which the Navy will cTu3e to 
operate as well as on airborne systems.   TT>e WbLto, w and to 
concomitant radio-electronic and acoustic battle manag^^M)^ 

a7*egre™~ 
Although weapon range initially ran ahead of over-the-horizon tareetin* 

of movmg targets in U.S. systems, the information systems, S£££S3££ 
communications, and processing and rapid integration o informatlonTom 
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S , } coordinates f°r targeting and weapon guidance will make 
guidance less expensive and more flexible. However, this imSicT routine 
mapping 0f target coordinates in the GPS grid, which is"2? cuTm 

 !n aU ^ key areas the United States Navy is ahead of potential 
opponents. However, maintaining the lead has nm comeTheapl^ havi 
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FÜTÜRE M"™*Y ENVIRONMENT 

The Soviet Union 

"is^ÄSS^  aaKeforna,,ona'*"J 
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Relevant Third-World Military Capabilities 

Third World countries are rapidly acquiring military capabilities that can 
seriously threaten our naval forces and that can effectively oppose strike 
warfare by naval aviation over land. These capabilities include: 

• A great proliferation of antiship cruise missiles, which can be 
expected to incorporate stealth characteristics and terminal 
avoidance maneuvers as missile generations progress, and which can 
be air-, surface-, or submarine-launched; 

• Accurate (eg., 100-m or less circular error probable [CEP]) long- 
range ballistic missiles with conventional unitary or 
distributed-effect, chemical, and possibly biological warheads and, 
at some future time, nuclear warheads;-* 

• Advanced tactical aircraft; 
• Quiet, modern diesel and closed-cycle submarines, with the 

possibility that one or more nations may acquire nuclear-powered 
attack submarines; 

• Mines and advanced torpedoes; and 
• Effective air defense weapons. 

Table 5.1, repeated from the synopsis, Chapter 2, and based on unclassified 
sources, shows some of these Third World weapon system holdings and the 
countries where the capabilities originate. 

Ballistic missiles, while they are clearly threatening in land warfare 
against fixed targets, may not appear as threatening against highly mobile 
targets like aircraft carriers. This is true as long as the missiles are limited 
to delivering ballistic, unitary high-explosive warheads, since targeting would 
be difficult and a ship at 30 knots could move 5 nmi in the 10-min flight 
time of a missile. Thus, such missiles are not now a threat to the Navy But 
they can become so. 

Dutnbuted-efTect warhead* are thoie with submunition payloads that are distributed in a 
pattern designed to include and damage the target The probability of a hit is increased thereby, 
and although each submunition inflicts less damage than does a large unitary warhead, the effect 
of several hits dalnbuted over the target could in some circumstances be more damaging than 
the effect of a unitary warhead. 
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hip'S pOSMon COuld be as«rtained accurately at the time of launch 

TJ^:zi barraffire by manymissi1-' «*» cLS 4 hS could possibly deliver a damaging attack. A salvo of a few nuclear warS 

a sh n Z? reTnabie Ch3nCe °f dCt0na,inS °ne «Min kflli£Ä?S a ship  B.olog.cal warheads would do no immediate damage, but the™u 

laun h^f l3
FOr 3 nati?" Se"0USly ,hrea,ened * «"* a^anon a^ssTve 

In the more distant future, but within thp iifi»tim„ „f „ 
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insoluble problems for determined military forces.   It must therefor* h. 

sri ?rc tacti.cai prob,em °f main,^ini^ --" zit fiX1: 
ZZ    m,Tr mf "} Wi" * S°,Ved " the ,0"8 ™» * -era. reg onal 

ssidErÄS5rt,,,e manasemem on ,his camut^in * 
The weapon systems available for attacking a carrier would then include 

any of the systems listed above.    Although the large, wake-homim? 
underkec! torpedoes are not yet available in the Third W^d thev 2 
become avatlable during the lifetimes of the carriers being SisidSTerl 
Other types of homing could be associated with underkeel torpedo atS 

«,,.*•     y ."',aJOr ^ °f SyStem that the ™rd World may Z ha* atl« 
early d,sPosal is an analog to the Soviet BACKFIRE syltem deLriS 
ong range, supersonic missiles. Developing bomber-class a rcraft bSES 

and expense  and such aircraft may not appear in the Th rd Worid 
However, modern transport aircraft can be adapted to launch mkS« 
including heavy, fast, long-range ones, so that' n Urn   a non S 

.taST^v^i!0 thCfleet C°Uld W«* BecauserfaenatureS7he 
2 "£ V T ** * SUessinS for the outer a«r battle as the Soviet air 
Orcat has been, but denial of continuous combat air patrol (CAP) dTp over 
hosnie territory where the transports may be orbitin6 prior to «2SinS 
of friendly a,r supremacy, could contribute to surprle in such launch^ 

Military capability that the carrier system can expe^ to fa« "n sinke 
warfare during its lifetime includes sophisticated lapsed a?defeSe? 
The air defense capabilities include Soviet, U.S., French, and Briih swelS" 

«pec« to see some forms of laser weapons dispersed^hSuuhe^worM 
Such weapons may not, in the early years, have sufHdent Swer leveb ,o 

■ÄÄSt* > «"* *»» *" ** ~* ^^^ 
„<i„fL^ CaPabilities wi» Pla« a premium on carrier aviation attack 
using low-signature systems; attack from standoff; radio-electron "c banle 
management of the information aspects of the air (» well a! S^rfa« 

chronic warfare and force-wide signature management suDDort and 
efficient and effective targeting systems and weapons that can destTy urge« 

JU^a-»-,.-. 
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developed extensive skills ind imI   ^ 0rId coun,nes have 
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Alliäd Countries 
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Europe, Japan and he RTouhS nf J      ? economica"y «"»«1 Western 
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Sfnn!,?! T™ CffCCi °f cnh,nrinS an>' divergence of interests and 
actions that the economic competition might bring about. 

OVERA'X SIGNIFICANCE OF THE DIFFUSE THREAT 

Political change can happen much more rapidly than the carrier system 
can be changed in any significant way. It is thus fruitless, and could be 
seriously misleading to the public and defense planners, to try to predict 
which nations any carrier system built to operate during much of the 21st 
century wm have to fight over its lifetime. Rather, «(/carrier svstem wil 
have to be prepared to work with and contend with a flexible array of 
capabilities ,n what is becoming an increasingly unstable and transient set 
of world political and economic relationships. 

All the indications from the above sketch of the current world situation 
and geopohucal, technological, and military trends are that the naval 

T^hTrvThT "ILT t0 COntinUC t0 S,rive f0r ,he ■« '«hnolotfca. 
WM?        "I    "Chie>Cd- ^P"6 thC relaxa,ion of tension* *ith the Soviet Union, nothing ,n the trends presages a relaxation of the need to be 
able to meet and overcome advanced military technological capability in any 
areas of the world where U.S. interests ma/be threatened in te fatu« * 

Some may argue that the Operation Desert Storm experience in rapidly 
overcoming resistance by a well-armed enemy suggestV that the LZ 

Ssti^r l°^Tt 'n,ere arC ^ rCSp0nMS " ,h" »*■■»««• Tte first is the historical observation, repeated several times during the uast 
century and a quarter (e.g.. in Japan, the USSR, Korea), that over time 
forces newly equipped with modern systems will become adept at deve oS 
and us.ng them.   The second is that the use of -he most advanced US 

™KEl ,0 °VerCOme rCSiStanCe rapidly ""* man? casuaIties a"1 «voided 
Cf se%ere na,'onal P°litica' divisions, bearing out the value and 
eemttif üetm"L0f keCpi"S thC ,echn°l0^' *gI A very substantial 

technical lead may become essential in fast-moving technical areas. 
,h. 

A!,h0ugllthe need for advanc«l technological capability in the Navy and 
the Manne Corps will not diminish, the nature of the capability could 
change significantly. The shift in threat priorities and possible comtatSeas 
wül mean a reduced likelihood of open-ocean fleet coTbat aUong ra"g? 
An mcrease m operations in coastK>riented or littoral areas can be 
antiopated. There, the fleet will become more accessible to proliferate? 
shorter-range oppos.ng tactical aviation and to land- and submarine-' 
launched anttship weapon systems. The long-range outer air batüe and "hc 

/ 
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missile-based area defense zones would then tend to merge. The battle for 
air supremacy will move away from the three-tiered open ocean battle that 
characterized planning to meet the earlier Soviet threat, to become a mixed 
battle involving integrated use of antiaircraft missiles and fichter aircraft 
Incorporation of stealth in threat systems, the underkeel torpedo threat, the 
continuing threat from naval mines, and a growing ballistic missile threat 
will require more emphasis on self-defense of the carrier. 

Although other geographic areas will be emphasized in U.S. planning 
now. we must also be ready to respond in case there is a resurgence of 
Soviet hostility, which could occur virtually overnight. In that event, and for 
some Third World situations (such as the anticipated continuing US 
presence in the Persian Gulf) requiring operations at very long distances 
from the earners, the Navy will continue to need long-range aviation such 
as it has and is planning now. 

Over time, both threats and naval aviation characteristics »ill change 
The range and payload of tactical attack systems on both sides will increase* 
as will the ability of U.S. antiair warfare (AAW) sterns to engage stealthy 
threats. Low observability may enable Navy attack aviation and strike 
warfare systems to operate with less need for fighter cover, while increased 
stealth on the part of attacking systems will require more close-in defense 
of the battle group and the carrier. Defense at long range could come to 
depend on any of several alternatives. The latter might include «forward 
pass missiles that can be launched by fighter aircraft, attack aircraft, or 
ships and submarines, with terminal targeting by tactical combat or advanced 
surveillance aircraft in the target area. Any of these possibilities can affect 
the form and composition of the carrier air wing, carrier self-defense, and 
the distribution of battle group AAW and ASW defense in successive 
generations of systems. The ships must be designed with flexibility to accept 
the variations as the need for them arises. 
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CARRIER SYSTEM TECHNOLOGY 

with^T"0' ,aik ab0U' fi,,Ure arrier S>*tcm «^nology without dealing w,th ,hc design and operational issues the technology poses, and one cTnnof 

n VeSi::^z:Tut hrs had some «^ «*<°^-S in keeping with the terms of reference of the study this OvmhL 
^mrnarues the technology., but to be concise and to adher to ZrZ 
point of the study it must concentrate on elucidating the £u« that the 

ÄX?" *i,h the changing °vm™* ZtZJ^ y-iia respect to future carrier system design 
Tlie key areas of technological advance that will affect the carrier system 

^-tnnSfatdd«rdeSarerSUmmariZed tatowta T.bldtl,^S 
InVS ^ M eir S1ßn,ficance a»= elaborated, and they are discussed 
n Volume II.  No attempt has been made to be complete, sin« aTof S 

SSE,-'"- 3nd Wlklta °f ,echnoI°^' *>vance n?a heir 
rarmficanons are too numerous to mention in a brief survey. Howler the 
advances listed are believed to bear, a, least potential tnT^atS 
significance for carrier design in the future. Many pSssMliStTe 
mentioned and described that may in the end be provenTd«Se for 
.ncorporat,on ,n carrier system design. Indeed, some of L ad" nc2 may 
have influences that conflict with each other    Mention ntVuZT.   X 

6 1 through 6.7 ,s simply ,o convey information.   Costs arenot indudS 
herewmportant cost factors are treated in later discussion 
t^hinf  Prfe"talion  in  ,he«  tables  concentrates  on   the   possible 
ZiTZ ^th3t C°Uld have a siSnificant imPa« on oSiefSSj des.p and operations. Tne critical concerns raised by both oLSS 
envronment and technology trends are discussed in the subsequent 52 

aircraft a°nÄthC "* * ,hC **»* ««»» of ** «5. £SS£ 
™ rpss fi

are reason for having a -*£ - fo^ 
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CARRIER DESIGN DRIVERS AND IMPLICATIONS 

There are three main classes of "drivers" of future carrier design: 

1. Trends in aircraft technology; 

2. The need to enhance survivability of the carrier in its future 
operating environment; and 

3. Other technological advances that can make for significant 
efficiencies in carrier system design, that can mitigate the adverse 
effects of the above two "drivers", and that can lead to new carrier 
system concepts. 

These design drivers and the questions they raise for carrier design and 
operation are discussed below. Several different kinds of carrier designs that 
might be conceived to resolve the critical questions and to capitalize on the 
new technological opportunities are presented and discussed in Chapter 8. 

TRENDS IN AIRCRAFT TECHNOLOGY 

Trends in aircraft technology determine the size and design of the flight 
deck and therefore determine much about the size and design of the carrier 
as a whole^These trends are moving in three directions: increased size and 
weight of CTOL aircraft, enhanced performance of powered lift aircraft and 
increased versatility and utility of unmanned aerial vehicles. 

Size and Weight Growth of CTOL Aircraft 

The total weight of the carrier aircraft complement depends on the 
composition of the carrier air wing and on the size and weight of the 
individual aircraft within it. Total weight can be taken as an indicator of the 
average trends in aircraft design through the years, it began to grow with 
.he advent of jet aircraft, from about 1 million lb in 1950, before the first 

Preceding page blank 
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design problem for this aircraft has been the desire for a single airframe to 
carry out all the support functions (which also include midair refueling and 
COD), to reduce the number of airframe types aboard the carrier, and 
thereby to ease acquisition costs and maintenance burdens. 

To adapt to the coming prospect of aircraft growth anC its effects, some 
adaptation of carrier and aircraft design and operations will be necessary: 
the carrier can be changed within the NIMITZ-class envelope; aircraft 
landing speeds can be reduced; the carrier can be made larger; or significant 
functions that are drivers of the growth can be carried out in a different 
manner. 

Solutions to Aircraft Size and Weight Growth Problems 

Adapt to Current Trends 

Although the specific ATS concept of a multipurpose airframe for 
tactical support missions has not yet proven acceptable, the factors that 
make for larger aircraft for the missions remain. It would be very desirable 
to stay within the NIMITZ-class envelope to keep ship costs down and to 
avoid exceeding the bounds of port depth and drydock facilities. Current 
aircraft gross and landing weight operating limits of the carrier can be 
extended by a number of means. 

Catapult capacity can be enhanced to enable launch of aircraft up to 
100,000 lb. An increase of -15 percent in the wind-over-deck requirement 
for launch, together with an added 50 ft of catapult length, could enable a 
100,000-lb launching weight A modest skijump (e.g., 14 in. high and 42 ft 
long—Table 6.4) added io the forward edge of the flight deck, forward of the 
catapult, would significantly reduce the need for these steps. There may be 
some question as to whether this addition would interfere with aircraft 
handling and parking, but extending the catapult would also mean moving 
the jet-blast deflector, and so would start a chain of design changes. 

Enough additional landing length (100 ft) for an aircraft 12,000 lb 
heavier than the F-14 at landing can be made available by eliminating the 
forward, fourth wire of the arresting gear system and allowing a longer 
runout, to the limit of 35 ft from the landing deck leading edge that is 
accepted on the FORRESTAL, compared with 95 ft on the NIMITZ class. 
To reach an 80,000-lb landing weight, the landing speed of the aircraft would 
have to be reduced about 7 percent; this might be done by elaborate wing 
flap design and/or vectored thrust, as described in Table 6.1, but at a penalty 
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Increase Ship Size 

If such adaptations prove unsatisfactory, and if it is sti!) essential to 
allow the aircraft to grow, then the ship will have to grow as well. An 
80,000-lb aircraft landing at 150 knots needs a 500-ft runout, compared with 
the 340 ft available today and the 440 ft that can be achieved as described 
above, leaving an additional 60 ft to be gained. The angled landing deck 
cannot be extended without extending the flight deck length as a whole (the 
angled deck can be no longer than three-fourths the length of the full flight 
deck) without raising the questions of stress limitations due to slamming in 
high seas and crane clearance in the present building docks. 

Ship designers have indicated they would be most comfortable with an 
additional 100 to 125 ft of flight deck length to accommodate the new 
designs they are seeing. Ordinarily, other dimensions would grow 
accordingly to preserve the same hull shape, leading to a ship displacing 
aboui 135,000 tons. (Ship growth could also be required by extension of the 
passive torpedo defense structure, described below in the section titled 
"Survivability"; the growth for that purpose would provide more th*n 
adequate space to handle the largest CTOL aircraft foreseen.) It might be 
possible, however, to extend the NIMITZ-type hull by 100 to 125 ft without 
changing other dimensions. This would lead to a ship displacing 105,000 to 
110,000 tons with a slight decrease in speed (one knot or less), but it would 
lead to survivability benefits to be discussed below. All of this implies a 
"stretched NIMITZ" or a new class of ship, in which it would also be easier 
to incorporate many of the available signature reduction measures and other 
engineering advances discussed below. 

It is important to remember in this connection that any new aircraft that 
would otherwise force growth in new carriers would also have to operate 
from the remaining NIMITZ-class ships. Conversely, if the carrier were to 
grow for other reasons it could accept larger aircraft, but the NIMITZ-class 
ships would still have to be served. 

If the need for aircraft and ship growth were accepted, this would mean 
that the new aircraft systems would have to be timed to meet the first 
mid-term carriers, in about 2005 to 2010. Realistically, at this point, only 
the later ships in that group (those commissioned after 2010) could be slated 
to receive ab initio an aircraft whose development could not be started until 
1995 at the earliest. If the new aircraft were too large to operate from the 
NIMITZ-class ships, i» would operate only from the larger mid-term ships, 
and some solution would still be necessary to extend the combat capability 
of the NIMITZ-class ships. That might be done with a lightened version of 
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Protection of the carrier includes both passive and active defense. 
Passive defense includes reduction or complete modification of the carrier's 
signature to make targeting and weapon guidance more difficult, and 
increasing the ability of the carrier to resist damage and to recover from 
damage if it is hit. Active defense includes intercept of threats by the 
carrier's own aircraft before threat aircraft and submarines can launch their 
weapons; defense by offboard AAW and ASW systems that may be part of 
the battle group or that may be more distant and under other (battle force, 
joint, or unified) command; and ship self-defense against incoming missiles 
that may leak through or are launched from inside the aircraft defense 
perimeter, and against torpedoes. 

The various approaches to defense of the carrier are taken up in turn, 
below. The integrated effects on carrier design are then considered. 

Passive Defense 

Detectability, Signature Reduction and Modification 

A carrier has large signatures in several domains. Radar signatures 
derive from the shape of the carrier, the presence of resonant cavities 
opening to the outside of the ship, and the presence of aircraft and support 
equipment ("yellow gear") on the flight deck. There are infrared signatures 
from the many heat sources on the ship and its air complement. The 
turbulent wake of the carrier is long and subject to detection at long range, 
including from space; the wake from the bow and stern waves can be 
similarly detected by appropriate techniques. Much carrier activity and 
onboard machinery including catapults, and ship propulsion systems 
including propellers, create recognizable, carrier-specific acoustic signatures. 
Electromagnetic radiation from radars and communications associated with 
air operations, battle force operations, onboard operations, and ship defense 
can enable detection, classification, and location of the ship. 

Current carrier radar and acoustic signatures are so large that location 
of the ship and weapon guidance against it are easily feasible. It is possible 
by appropriate design and treatment to disguise the radar signature of a 
carrier (eg., NIMITZ sire) to make it more difficult to distinguish from 
other ships and to facilitate decoying and masking by chaff and other 
electronic countermeasures (ECM). Aircraft and equipment on deck could 
contribute to radar cross section (RCS) in some unknown degree; it is 
possible to mask them from viewing at low angles, but they would be visible 
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be called the SPY-() here) could fit into the set. The remaining radars 
needed for close-in aircraft approach and landing control could be kept to 
low enough power to be undetectable from over the horizon, or the SPY-() 
could be made to carry out those functions as well. Use of an AEGlS-like 
radar on the carrier, even though its power output most of the time would 
be lower than that of the other AEGIS radars in the battle group, would 
also contribute significantly to its self-defense capability, as is indicated 
below. Use of such a radar at full power on the carrier would require 
solution of serious radiation hazards to aircraft equipment and personnel on 
the flight deck. 

It might be argued that any ship with an AEGIS-type radar, which is 
easily detectable at long range, would allow the ship to be targeted easily 
and would itself be a lucrative target for antiradiation missiles (ARMs), so 
that not much would be gained by this step. However, the SPY-() radar on 
the carrier could be scintillated in a cooperative engagement mode with 
those of other ships in the battle group, with a time constant that would 
make lock-on and guidance by hostile weapons difficult. 

Reduction of emitted electromagnetic signatures due to communications 
requires attention to antenna design, to communications doctrine, and to the 
design of the system of command, control, and information flow in the battle 
force as a whole. The technology will ultimately allow non-retroreflective 
planar antenna arrays to reduce antenna detectability, and LPI/LPD 
communications. Judicious system design, with attention to controlling 
bandwidths and directions of information flow to and from the ship, will be 
needed to optimize the design in this area. 

Overall, the amount of change in the radar and IR signatures that would 
be possible with a NIMITZ-class design may be limited. Explicit design 
studies would be required to determine whether the reduction would yield 
enough in facilitated masking and decoying capability to warrant the 
expenditure. Larger ships may offer more opportunity for treatment and 
redesign to reduce radar and ER signatures. Propeller and some machinery 
noise and electromagnetic emissions could be controlled as indicated above. 
Design and construction of the island might be changed to reduce its 
observability. Such changes would attend installation of planar array radars 
(SPY-() and close-in target engagement radar, discussed below) and 
communications antennas, and would allow significant redesign of the island 
to reduce vulnerability to the effects of damage as well as ship signature. 

Keeping all aircraft inside the hangar when they are not operating would 
not be feasible in any case for a monohull design of a size near that of the 
NIMTTZ class and the current or planned future air wings.  (Operations 
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standoff range of the attacker increased, i, was necessaryTopSiuLa L defense ^^ (AAW and ^ from /y o push J e «w 

wht aTrcffftTuS^o ^ T **»* **"» to an e™« wn-re aircraft could be operating when the defense systems had to be used 

totnnvl T,^ °f UndeSirable °Pera,ionaI interference and rSssS fratncide; and (4) dispersing the fleet was a means to protect its elTmenu 

2EJSX   **a sin2,e nucIear weapon (after ,he BiS a" 
In the future, stealthy attackers including sea-skimming missiles steenlv dmng m^lles lealdng through the outJ defc ng m^^^ 

missiles able to target the ship), and torpedoes launched bylubmann« 

«££^ f, BaU,StIC nUSSi,e defenS€ «uW «* «undertaken from the 
earner or from accompanying ships in the battle group, depending on he 
tacücal balhsüc missile (TBM) trajectories, on detection ranees and on 

In general, as incoming threats become faster and more stealthy or bo£' 
offboard active defens= requires the defending ships to rTcoser to the 
earner.   In* works against the desired dispeL of the Z£Z£> for 

wSSaXr^ rkes the batt,e gr°"p m°re ***«£ ss£ 
weapons and perhaps to other weapons of mass destruction. In any case the 
combination of reduced warning time and difficult intercept S'wiS 

"TSSSL^on "" aitiet agatast *•main ÄÄS weeded near-term improvements include: 

• Phalanx Block n improvements to provide capability against aale 
and low observable cruise missiles g        & 

# MuE%5^ thr0USh ^ addUi0n °f the Rol,in* A^1»« Missile (RAM) and improvements to NATO Seasparrow 

tall countermeasures uito a total self-defense system. 
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-iv ^XKZT: 
P

h'
atf0rmS in lhe *'* group for 

m    ONC that can\e ££* £^*f ST3"' °f ,he »£»5 
•    Improvements to the AEGKT the ba,t,e P°up.) 

Provide a fet^eneratioTcTpab g^f" s"^ce »"*«»* ,o 
F     ,iy aSainst short-range TBMs 

A more robust carrier -^if^w 
^re threats would Se      ^ ^^ ,0 ™*< 'he most severe 

# ^^Ä,^^* — -ch and 
reform signal J^ S S 'S ^ havinS ** « 
cruise missile; and steeply d£». ,7      *' and suite<1 to tracking 

Propulsion and mmmoteL^*ZJht *"■ ^ adva"«d 
terminal maneuvering steahhy «S m ? imerCCpt "»»-altitude 
fefense against taaicll A3, ^ and ,0 Pro^e self? 
Inched from a new, smal ^rSi* ^ "*s«es would £ 
jnsunation a, or near ie^ ^hTL^ ** *"**■ ** 

£52? ZVXtrZ " ** ^"P lenses 
architecture whose £^2^"^ ^ * m0du'ar *5 
subptems so that ^ ^^ Periodic change 0f Jfc 
in the threat "* sys,em an evolve to meet changes 

oftSTo^ 
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tot are tern MdtoSto?™„f    "'* *"" ,ad" siS"a""° »« 
««. dive* o»SS SrLTfZT"^?* sMa"yi»P'«ea 

counterstea'.th and ATOM and th* «~. v w    . AEGIS radar for 
should be instaHed ^S^^^XZ^^aMnau 

battle group system dcZ ^ä Z L ^ ^^ lluB ,he 

cor^idemionsofthecarSeNtseTr '"dependent   of  design 

above. However^JÄ 
impact on the carrier design itself wm.w wl,^ K «^ß™ this. The 
analyses of total s^S'^S        " * ' "* ^ °f ,hC 

Unconventional Weapons for Air Defense 

specif, attributing ^ the 

depends on the evolution of Zr£,   . v    ^^ B sPeculat«ve and 
--tionalguna^n^ ^ 3"d 

along predictable lines fstealth h,oh«~Üi     ^      The air ^eat growing 
nonc^LntionafpS^^ 
submunitions) ooJST^^S^rP°M' Chemial ^P01*' or 

and missiles. The strain.™2S?     y   reSS ««"«"tonal defensive guns 
large kee£ut ™S^KSS f° T**^ ba",e Spacc' need*>r 

of Ute at£ld„7^A S it TS^^""0^* 
threat growth exist todav but tEX, « J^ Ü ' an,ecedents for this 
determSeTtarS ^^SlS-^f, **^ ^P5 ^ * 
emerge more sfJry^haTwouid ^JSSSi^^ * m Probab* 
alone. However, it fe not i^robahi/^? tCChnical «^"«ations 
be needed sooner™ tlTtot?^"™^*0™1 techn<"og;es will or later in tu? time period being considered, either to 
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Unconventional   weapons   as   u^»   h~J-,* 
empIojingdirectedener^Lmhi^l   ere'- 'nClude  noveI  weaP™ 
beams); radical miZ$™J®'^tm™*™'ctaW«P*nitlt 

stressed by larZ^LlT "g "^"f1* n>™">mc to target, are not 
detection enga|eL^ LTer " Md ^ r£aCt Ver* W «° 'ate 
dirm^-ener^ponsa^courn ^ the ^ ^^ ™*» of 
»f the need we^e urgT Howe? 5 ™°2 »,0/!,Sfaeeri«* development 
course is to refine the techno^'i- *   ? * n0t Ursem' a P™^"1 

superior alternative^L Se fufufe "^ ^ ,0 3SSeSS ,he ProsP<^ for 
target, m* condition is of«S^et ]££ ^T?3 <,ear ,ine of «tt» » 
not met with high-anri«tarS   £,! f     low-aItI,ude '"gets, and often 

i.e., mgets that str^TheTneSn^^ 
impose a large kee^u,range^ °f *"" a"d missiles bu< do "<« 

Targ« susceptibility to SM^JH «"«substitutes for hard-k-11 weapons, 

parameters of AM wl^tSlfS^'" ?T ^ Md ^ ,he 

such as may be available wTwS pro i eS f^ °f ^ tt*el deSi^ 
major   advantage   in   compreTenLP Ü?ra,ed ,arSet missiles, can be a 

susceptibilitytoiteln^mS^^uh", 1 ^T T^ compaa weapon designs. ""-"'"es exist that can be exploited with 

Charged particle beam weapons fCPRVm «„ >~ • .. 
substitutes for conventional weTrSnT S™ M? *? viewed " P°,em{al 

all-weather capability and n^E?J^ "? * hard-ki11 weaP°ns w»h 
attack has ^ be^SjSä^^ °f ^"^ a^'™ CPBW 
ulUmteairdefe^w^n Ho^i,,ta prmople, these would make the 
beams ,o useful «mbSES^Z' %£*"?* °f *"**** '<*»< 
wight of effective iSon^ «"Wished, and the size and 
be prohibitive FoS reS CPRW acceIerat<» technology would 
deployable weapons i„ SnSToT'n^f T "0t "kely ,0 materiali* as 
may.merge fiZ^",^^™****** 

*2?!^JE££!tt(Mach 10 and abovc>-which«* 
* both the-c^T^^ 
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shortening the flyout time of the defensive weapon and reopenine the 
engagement wmdow that might otherwise be closed by late tSuSct on 

SSMOS rr and.long keepout range- ^ «Atr* ugntweight, to keep the launch energy in reasonable bounds and have a hieh 
bailee coefficient to avoid excessive reduction of speed b7aerodv^amic 
drag. To meet these requirements, the projectile mSfhaCe Th£5 
dcs.gn with a terminal homer capable of functioning in the atmosphere a 
hypervelocity. These are technically difficult goals, but not unSül the 
Strateg.c Defense Initiative Office (SDIO) is working towarf a s mi ar "f no! 

w!Ä and lhe Navy""draw heavi* f™ that e*°" 
ar„ T* Problems ant.cipated for conventional *ir defense missiles 
are (1) an increase in the miss distance, resulting 'om targ« JSZ 
maneuvers, and (2) inadequate lethality, when thesis toaSe a 

™Slpayloadwll(f?r^^ Political and arms control issues permitting, low-yield nuclear warheadTon 
de ens.ve missiles could redress both of these potentialNEES^S 
yield must be low enough to permit the use of «he« SSn^ 
compressed battle space expected in the future. Depending on Sn'mum 

d?J2ZZCrT"' ,he rhCad **» ma* ^trairSrw^rd o7v ™ 

:Jää 
but not ^ ^w^srss 

Key Considerations in the Active/Passive Trade-offs 

As a general matter, the decision as to how fa/ to carry passive defense 
as a means of protecting the ship is a major issue r2EgexSSvt 
i^nT lUdgmeM- UTge imP^™entsJwill be costly. So rnToHhe 
initial and obvious steps of signature reduction to reduce radar m and 
acoustic s.gnatures, and intemal steps to enhance damage JX can aSd 

Se £5? *"* ^ ^ *** *»W«S ^s to 
JPrafB™ «<****> «n««ht be more expensive than direct sCne 
with gear boxes depending on the system tradeoffs. Significant changes To 
enhance underkeel torpedo protection, requiring a largerS wäSer 
cause cost to rise considerably or require significant reamngLem o fhe 

££Z 25?" l° **"* t»™™» *«** tensive8 

^iiiiifi^iiilrtifiiffl*"jeafe"^JI—^—— — - - ■-  -....■...- ..^.■^^.^^  ,. _^^ij 
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£5^5^355= 

POWER, PROFUSION, AND ELECTRIC POWER MANAGEMENT 

Nuclear Reactor Technology 

opera.« a. ^£ ^N^1^^b£^'«»''» 
fewer refcelinp d»rt„g u,e Ufc,iJ „, Cta^'E''1 

fcM»&a«i^&M«^ t.,,,^^,^.-..,.^^..»-,..!,  , 1|.rr.yfifWiaiM^^^.^^^,J.^,,a,,..,,,|ir   .r,f    .r.   r       .     .     ■...     |     [f |  _ 
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FIGURE 7.1   Schematic variation of cost vs. passive protection of large 

COST 
(Relatve to NIMITZ class) 

VULNERABILITY 
(Relative to NIMITZ class) 

HtfjfT'fTT  - --»-— - — ■*"*■—-»>-— -■■ a. *.-.. MJ» dsw. -*.*-■ ;**JI ._._ * 
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FIGURE 7.2 Schematic 
variation of active/passive trade-off in large CVN. 

COST 
(Relatve to NIMITZ class) 

1.0 

VULNERABILITY 
(Relative to NIMITZ class) 

Cost range or 

^ enhanced active defense 

fcfa^ajfcfe»,™^. j|fliäMiiiMatfMiftiar'riiiiiiiffai< T'n i*,*,»*,»tr.-ralk» ' ■fiPlirifi-rfi'lifmi-T -       jini i^iiirmiilrttfrt'Mirfi'iiii   'i   m' 
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»he„„, cos, toSÄSÄ? 'he 

oppon^To^e th?:rar;ff
Chn°IOSy mUSt * aVai!aWe t0 CTeate the 

Energy Management 

discussion of dostai irtrai   Th„ i° T"5i   ,    ,.hro°8h " """ ,n a' 

developed to aäm^^ZSLaS^SSSL'^f '*" * h 

manufacture of hydrogen for rueSo„L,ri   f^   >U°W gear" **" 

Such advances aU depend on extensive <;ii<T««f.,i D*^ 

sawaSSESSSSSSi 

.^.^.K^^a^-a^^...,^...,. ...,,_,.„■,,,,..   ..  ,.    ,. ,.,„,. i^^, ,  ..„..^j^^Mik^.^..., ... 
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^ » which each side«SjU'*c lmP°^nce of «he "informaS 
about «he other while denySSS TtZV inf0nna,ion « Possible 
jP^bWc^^™^?«««!* While the issues are 
a« the considerations abou^shTp £2 "'10n!°,hista"ha*influenced 
toed i„ pievious seaionL ^eT .^ff defense of «* cam? 
Tables 6.1 through 6.7. key techaologies have been listed fa 

offboard assets, imply £. f't surve'»ance load from the shfa to 
information processingSS*88 ,n Sensor design, changes fathe 
««at would be^rfomed^eä ÄmUCh °f ,he P"*^ «E££ 
to adapt to the new OKhSSSSSr""-10 ,Crmi'na,s on sh'Ä 
and a new and different c!^l^^^amytbklBtt^l^ 
More passive sensing fa ,he m IZfSS\   T°Tk t0 ensure connectivity 
techniques as pseudo-noise *de Et,?* b3ndS' LPI/LPD "dar tisinTsuch* 
and very sensitive ncS^S^ST^kmpowtn^S^ 
necessary to preserve stealth and to™«    , mu,tls,atic «nodes will all £ 
su«ed ,o reducing theweii,5 ^f mfonnatl°n « new architect« 
spacecraft.   Sfatüaf mS^S^lJ^f Kations fa aircraft^ 
^frequency (HF) ^ZSZl^Z^^^ ^faatfag' 
emergenaes, the use of highly direaion»^        Sh,p ««P1 » extreme 
communications where ÄTl^^Nll^*«^«iidE 
faads of electron* warfSSterna *? "^ ^ encou«ge Set 
management and integrate? STIST? ^ ,0 «"*« ■&£? 
aboard the carrier. TW.^SSSSSR ^^ *« «K 
*   «*»"**   coumermeasiS;    coume?J? haVe l°indude attention 

flimWMiii'itirtiifinri-iiri «irifir- 

-V 
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Such changes will apply ,0 any earner system desien   Thev are Undor 

of IIT' 7^ 3nd imepra,ed b*the ^blishmem of SJSSS 

^ i£Ä3Är,heir progress must * *««- -»-2 

UNMANNED AERIAL VEHICLES OTHER THAN HALE 

Operating  environments   for  detailed   reconnaissance   ,„H   . 
acquisition over shifting combat areas in an« JS?h?Sare ASyS 

operational problem.     CTOL operaS  ftn-T^ ~ significant 

™„w   ™   . by P61301"161 °« the deck. It should be possible to 

be especially valuable in direct support of landing forces 

RATIONALIZED LOGISTICS AND MANPOWER ENGINEERING 

Mt.»..^...t.«....V.. 
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carrier air wing anToT tie ba« fe LT™1 "f C°mmand state of «^ 
control and repair fn ell of acSdem n? "   aU,e f°rCC' and for dama*e 

Advanas that LvTh~«      ?    ' 3 WCapon ha in »"»«»t 

to operations, SZ^^WpmMmom^^^^»U» 
lead to i-e^ o^ 
times, increased sorties and reduce J™     ,ec;ed ,n fasler turnaround 
of personnel for new taStoTwSfom d ^^ ShiP 0r ava,labi% 
Toe advances are J^^^'^M*«°^ 
applied for their benefit, to be^Ä* "* *" a"d need on* * 

Changes in aircraft, avionic, and C3! («,™ «.„• 
nature of the support reauiredL al£*    1      eS,gnS are cnanSin« *e 
electronic system,fare SS ?or"^? ^P™ SyStems- <**&* 
of repair, and automat?'S? £il^n ,2* ^ rePIacement » P'aa 
although it has its oZ.,„,!?... CSt «W»«" (ATE and BIT) 

by improved design of svstemTtn £ maintenance time and effort 
and economic ££^^ZST* "*■ by "^ ** *°Iation 

systems can significantly i^ ^™sS"a?Ce.p0SII,Ons- ^«er-based 
taken up by pfper S^^^^^^rt«^ 
them to electronic media-lSdi« t? ?« ?   * manuak * shiftinÄ 
10,000 ft3 i„ a wÄ° utf °f "P '° 35° ,0ns and UP » 
adherent ~*Ufc£^S^ IT^ *** 
maintenana loads and attending m!^^^*""™"» and 

funS mc^^ «— *P 
repair. Because {«£3^3^?* , ^ 0perations and 

automation can help toooaSa^il^"Öt,p,e "*»«««* 
reduce efficiency and chanceTTS*',    ' ^ must ** ***> »<» to 

-es or Plaa people . tt?ZSZZ£l T^, 
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since damage is unpredictable, the opportunity and need to exercise hutran 
ingenuity ad hoc shou.d not be lost.    Automation of damaTcomro" 

tonr^tmd * ™m dCSigned ,0 hClp ,hC CTCW in ^ """-' 
The improved knowledge of ship condition and ease of repair resulting 

from damage control enhancements will obviously also help to incrS ,hf 
£5?* A 

effectiveness °f rorune problem isohtionTnTsnip 
ZZZtfaZT^TrtUnitieS> SUCh ** the ^'"»nented ship'£ 
o?l" f ? ! '°n a"d damage *ola,ion' sensors «o help guide yellow 
gear safely around a deck full of aircraft, and judicious application^ 
computers and robotics will enable the ship's crew to do a moreefSjob 
w,,h fewer people. All the improvement* noted can lead to a phSphyof 
cond.tion-based maintenance rather than maintenance perform^aSrdine 
to predetermined time schedules. Tnis, with the appHcati™ of Su^ 
maintenance materials and structures, can be Pexpectä to re^S 
maintenance load and therefore manpower. 

With some changes in procedures and design of functional areas like 
munition movement and handling systems, enhanced aSmST 1 ne 
techniques and robotics to improve safety and reduced tS taken for 

S;°wS,te
f

IOading mUniti0nS " te aPP'ied to ™«*tuZ^£l result will be fewer support manhours per sortie 
Many improvements are possible in the personnel area per se 

Approbate attention to selection and a^meniproSrescan lead t 
productivity gams as high as 70 percent for individual crew membTrs in manv 
functions. Molding the ship for habitability by using moJera^o« Of 
modufcr «ving-area architecture, food preparation, and^tvicTfuSs^e 
Sundry can also mean a reduction in overall per^nnel on^d Sind 
more efficient use of the remaining personnel   Techniques of embedded 

e^nLthr°U8,h °nb0ard tCam traSn8 for «>mb« tS   nd ^ 5 embedded simulation modes for practice operation of major systemf can 

luemf0n
arn r

mta!n CTeW Pr0fidency du^ opemioni dements 
rfSTLSiT™      TiD teChn°l0gy deveI°P^nt can assis? inSn' 
t™mS "*"m the ante System without inCTeasin* -»5 

There would also be extensive personnel as well as onwatin« 

ZE^*"* WerC m0VCd °ff «* »W« ^o^de parEnd support m order to reduce signature. Carrier space availability^aK 
now requires much maintenance on the flight deck. If siimature rLS 
^.derations require ship operations wfth tem^raTfe^r aS 
"buttoned up- m the hangar-ie., no openings, noma^r d<SgS0?S 
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a large flow of forced air through the hanear deck for decko  Uk JZLV 

anrf ?fnßCS 'ü fip arranSements, such as locations of munitions elevator. 

exped.nously might halve replenishment times. Added SSfSTtSS 

■nnSr,0855^ NaVy SWp °Peratio^l Characteristics Study fSOCS^ 
*£££ frfaCe combatanls' ««««««I that someTLranfif 
SvTS,rrnnel rId * ^ throu*h measures s^ as äSS2 

ssssssstsa 
reauced O&S costs.   Achieving these gains will require attention from 

L, 
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CARRIER SYSTEM OPTIONS 

Careful consideration of the carrier design drivers and cf the possibilities 
for resolving the problems they pose points to four basic alternatives for 
future aircraft carriers and carrier systems, with many possible variations of 
the four. Obviously, since the carriers considered here will be acquired over 
a considerable period of time (40 years), a fleet will be built having more 
than one ship design, so that the Navy can take continual advantage of 
advancing technology. 

The basic concepts that were examined are enumerated immediately 
below and then are discussed. Clearly, since one approach has already been 
recommended earlier in this report, these options have already been 
evaluated in light of current needs and conditions. The options are 
presented and discussed, however, (1) to show the range of possibilities that 
was considered in arriving at the recommendations, (2) to indicate the 
possibilities that may be of interest and available for some time in the future 
when world conditions and the needs for naval power will surely change, and 
(3) to establish the basis for the recommended carrier-oriented R&D 
program. The options are the following: 

1. An advanced NIMITZ-iype ship, within the NIMITZ-size envelope 
Such a ship would be changed to the extent feasible to meet some of the 
most severe threats and engineering problems foreseen and to capitalize on 
some of the most important of the technological opportunities in the offing 
to the extent permitted by th^. size of the ship. 

1 A new, large monohull. This ship would offer more scope for 
change, including potential growth in size and weight of the aircraft of the 
earner air wing to achieve improved range and payload, and changed 
onboard system characteristics to provide more opportunity to strengthen 
passive and active defense, and more opportunity to capitalize on some 
major technological advances si: :h as electric drive and advanced, electrically 
based weapons, along with the advances possible in the NIMTTZ-cIass ship 
Torpedo protection and larger and heavier aircraft would cause this ship to 

£«' ~£r than °ne * the NIMFIZ dass- "n* sma!,est «ze might be about 
105,000 tons and 100 ft longer than a NIMITZ-class ship, and a much larger 

Preceding page blank 

■JrnY-rwiinriirJ 

1 ^w 

( 
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^^SSSSA^S^,0 ,ower signa,ures and - approximately the dlnKM^^J^^-^g-hr flight deck of 
operate with all aircraft i„ the hanga'£%£— "'^ dCCk' "%«l to 
recovered. I, would ^ ^„^,0 * PJ "*« being launched or 
submanne-lilce hulk „ about a g-ft demh I? ^ pr0pel,ers « «* 
ballast to draw about 40 ft to enter ha?JP^Ut WOU,d "* ab'e to reduce 
325,000 tons, empty, JiT^ml^V^^d-P^^ 
running depth. Kl0,000 tons *>«» baüast and the hulls at 

BAASES-? -* » *» • «* *^of 
OP—,^feKe, and„^J^^l-* «£, aM 

4-   A carrier ofLHA " //D2 «*. ~ 
g«» «»>. it wou,d be i^z^sr?** ^ ^ «*«» *> 
STOVL fighter/light attack aircraft TT* ^,1",™**°*about ^"ew 
supersonic cruise capability V^P he F/A"18 weight class with 
STOVL fighter anSS^ I™*** °f aircraft S a 2V2 
would „ot have ««.pÄSSS2TSIt^"^^0- I 
.«* in a complementary air ddK?!JJ* S,h,P wou,d be planned for 
"> "PPort of amphibious 0S0"   « ? ^ Wi,h the ,ar«e «^ers, 

mm« have , mmm impact on «£*_■      f  bM«e' P^nws. Each »- ta. a« «^'/ÄjyjJiJ* •« «*r ^ 

^** '"»" <*« ««»IM*», „»„a „^ 
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ADVANCED NIMITZ-TYPE CARRIER 

T>pioa. characteristics and improvement, cou.d indude, among others: 

«he siZe that had been p,anrS'f*?c
U£!™««"*^craftof 

growth of ATS aircraft oroSe•foil °Wever' P°ten,ial 

Performing the ATS mL,o„^ n o^Je "a^ '° ,hC airCTaft «* 
payload performance and m'"    °    t0 achieve «rea'er range and 
would leJJtoTve^«ihifn^T' ^^^ sens™ 
o^ard surven.anuS target* SI"** "* relia"« °" 

^Ä^sc^irquiet ffiachine* - the basic design. W"cs to the extent feasible withm 

»    Planar array, "electronically scanned radar* (»* w»    -.. . 
Jtecu»lon of ship survivab«ity andI defuse &£?%" f ,he 

the current radars   and I PI/T on      CIlbC' »-naPter 7), replacing 

o.toSip,amreL4S,s°7™u^
Cha"SCS',"eete'»'''' 

srr^SÄ S5S «*■? °,SPARROW 

For to. £ mid-term "MS ^ 1«°°' °',hose P»T<*«- 
«es. pro« ,„ be TCi"Sfcf' «"™>«l reactors if 
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10 triVSn«r,h,r,,ined 3lfVC 00nId add initiaI «* of «P to about 

the ship totep up ***££& ABEKAS'* operating environment & cnanges in the future 

NEW LARGE MONOHULL 

improvement SÄ   ^   ""   °PPOrtUni*   for   ^r 

•   Addition of from 100 ft to about 400 ft to the n.oht *„x, 

mainaui the same pnsnj,,,. 6ct     wh, h "™ " 

ilBrüBti IMkl IttMlMilÜlliWlHl I -JBII  ■    -   ■     ■ 
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d!n!!l0ther Treme {ie- ^°° ft) would grow significantly in all 
dimensions-the overall beam would be about 300 to 350 ft and the 

nln L^    ,!* nearJy 5° ft if Underkeel t0rPed0 Protection ™ provided with a rigid bottom. 
• Addition of underkeel torpedo protection. This would be built into 

the bas.c structure of the ship, at least in part, and might be 
augmented by compliant bottom protection if necessary to absorb 
the energy of a large torpedo explosion. In the latter case the shin 
would draw up to 60 ft while at sea, but it might be found feas be 

2Ä   K
15
 
t0 ab°Ut <° ft by PUmPin2 ballast out of a flexible, 

f?Ä e,i F."0' t0 emering harb0rs-    ("The "stretched N1MITZ alone would not draw more water) 
• Greater opportunity for signature reduction accompanying the hull 

naS, ,ehfy inCTeaSing ?* diffiCU,ty °f ***** *e shiP a"" increas.ng the opportunity for effective cover and deception by 
electronic countermeasures(ECM), chaff, and decoying. 

• Opportunity for much more hangar deck space resulting from added 
ship size and perhaps from personnel efficiency gains, so that the 
ship could operate with an 80+ percent-sized fir wing with no 
SÄinTTT °r maintenance activity °" tto flight deck, or 
for sharing the volume gains with other alternative improvements 
noted immediately below. «»i«uvemenis 

• Much enhanced self-defense relative to what could be accomplished 
within the NIMITZ-cIass envelope "«mpiisnea 

• sSSSrL-nCreaS^ ^ 3nd magazine volume t0 ^crease sustamabtlty m combat, depending on the actual ship size and on 
whether volume saved from other applications were ifsed for th«e 
purposes. 

• Opportunity for podded electric drive, when available. 

WTAJS* 
add!tiona! «ains in capability above those of the improved 

abSs^onTTn 3 SHiP^at might "* fr°m about 125-°°° SS? 
sWp 2235TE ? TH ^ might h3Ve t0 * dredged t0 han«"e the snip   especially m a rigid  bottom configuration.     The hull designs 

SffSLS? mTthat the ship flidnot« availab"" Ä 
ra£tha?,L, 'mZ0fthe Ship a,°ne«ould be 10 to 100 percent 
greater than that of a MMITZ, depending on the size and the extenfoftte 
changes incorporated. The cost of new port facilities for the „S°clS 
would have to be borne; this might comedo about S2.5 billion to $3 b£ 
for feolmes on both coasts (less for the "stretched NIMITZ"sZ afgSSn. 

SlSligSSga&fe^^ 
■iliMatltiM nrnii-'.vi 
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dock exists ,n which such a ship could be built). If the cost of new drydocks 
for ship repair were to be saved, other means for working around the 

SSELST"(    * ™ow) would have ,0 * ad°p,ed>at ^ 

LARGE SEMISUBMERSIBLE 

aM,^e,attraCti0n °f ,hiS Ship is that il couId offer the 'owest detectability 
against targeting and, depending on the resolution of some suuctS 

mSu^'rEf ITJreatCSt StniCtUral iM^ a*ains< -ajor damag (It could probably still be targeted from outside visual nnge, however) Tne 

^TT ^ fT 110° ft ,0ng and wou,d have a ^nfof 25o7for^e 
SEC? S L^ "thC Ship Were a SWATH.the underwater ia„! 
^ IfiJ J/H^ °f thC °VerhanS 0f the HMMftune» hullsfc£ 
the profile of the pylons (a "golf-club" configuration could be used to stay 
withm the overall beam, but this would not be as stable or a7effi<S 
2:™^:, ™e ship "OM draw about 185 ft while unde^baS 

aTlS 2'SKSf1 ,aTh °f 125 ft'bUt Ü mi«ht * ***»* to draw as üttie as 40 ft without ballast, to enter port   (Its height mieht then 

££££* ^fZ?* ^ ^ «hiP -ou.d dUfaiout 
rac\™ ^ Pty Md 3b0Ut "^t0ns ta balIasted configuration. The reactors and magazines would be in the hulls, where they would be less 
alible to attack by airborne weapons, and hangar dSkTpa« wou^ 

STeTwn tS,"TTgt0•*h0USCd'tUn,edaround'andGainedinside 
for th 

P'^?adVantageS ,n s*»ture reduction ™d controlled conditions 
for the crew in severe weather. It would use submarine technologyfor 
quietmg, and double- or triple-hull submarine-type construaionfo? daW 

vice 30+ knots, with four times as much installed power). However sneed 
would affect only deployment time; wind-over-dec?^qutaSSSffS 

bfnSÜf" y y ^ °f 3 SkIJUmp*aDd dCCk PaSn« sPace ™*d ™ 
la«2?ÄT?d * ,arße en°Ugh t0 accom™odate operations by the 
forgSeoff?nd S COn,emP?ted' «P«^^ *ith a skijump and «££ 

^! ? „ requirements. The rectangular deck would have ample snace for 
added se*defense that the P^c/ac^^cfcr^^ä^ftsSuS^Z 
a sh,p of us potentially low detectability. There could aK spSand 

t'fttf'l'irf^frr'---" - ,:"'-1--- -■   ■•-""*     ■ ■ ^■"^^■^-~—--  ' 
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waght capacity for a significant number of offensive long-range missiles for 
defense suppression to support strike warfare. The rectangular flight deck, 
potent« ly configured as two parallel runways, would offer great flexibii«* 
for simultaneous launch and recovery operations »«acuity 

been^i«r2S °^ ™Pr?ve
I
inents for efficiency «>d effectiveness that have 

been sketched above for the large monohulls would be available to this ship. 
Total redesign of the use of space on board would clearly be required, 
however. The ship would also need new building and port facilitS A 
mode for working on the ship in water and at dockside on« it is in service^ 

JA,?? T1 dlyd0Ck faCililieS' "«" * devised <° «taimte SS fixed facilities that would have to be built. 

cc^forUtTu3lef C0Sl ?r thiSShip> based on a synthesis of submarine costs for the hulls and monohull carrier costs for the superstructure leads 
to an estimate of about three times the cos« of a NIMTTZ-cS carrier 
However, a ship of this kind represents a very long extrapolation lorn 
cu jentexpenence with semisubmersibles-^rrently, 3500 tons in operation 
and 5000 tons in design.    Experience suggests that many «unknown 

SZSZZT^ enC0Untered ta thC «««<*««*>. COMLSS operation, so that an increase to a factor of four times the NIMITZ class 
cost might be an outer limit. 

The benefit gained for the added cost would be the potentially ereat 

r^rrr3™*and firepower- ^ina^* £^2Ä could offset the earner costs by avoiding the costs of other battle force 
combatants that might no, be needed to protect the ship. These"SeSS 
would have to be explored in depth through R&D, model tests, aSSE 
mf^mC,Uding ana,ySeS 3nd SimU,ation of ** entire batüe grouj inS. mtensity operations. 6     v       s 

LHA/LHD-SIZED CARRIER 

The flexibility advantages and mission opportunities of this carrier in 

SJSS?8!    'T °f ,arge "^ we'e noted above- *» «Son wuh the technological attraction of powered lift aircraft   Considered ab 
«iß*, this ship can be a monohull or semisubmersible. The alternatives are 

£27* ? •* ^ ^ ""* daSS ^^ of <he* sii  Se^Sded 

££ fo S 2ÄSS,"offboard protection and"-— 

tfi-ViVJUHii^i ***u3A*£rj». m-^ Tt.w«fet«aaki^:-iüw«^.„:..,. ..,..„. ■ 
..—.II    ifcl  IHI.I1..M ,.*.,.*-, 
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iooT^ZTomTC^TT' sea-keeping in heav**»ab™ - 
tato more severe wS coTdSo^^"^itS 0pera,,'°nal «P*1"* 

as a factor of ttrTonie ^LT^* "^ ShiP"*y as much 

extrapolation from Ä^5ffi•JSS^^il,,^ E*- 

sssasspsÄsSss 
responsive ■SÄ^i^S^JS'* » «-• """' 

« perform tJL-SSS atarTT£^ÄT 

«cue drivfc»neM*ii Ze^eT** *°m ba",e foree "*»«»• 

above, since to ÄrSSS^-     0°"0''beta*er,I,iI»,tec*ed 
weigh!, burU,fÄ^CrSn'£S™'T T? '"""^ » available to lar6er ships mm*££?£Jf ""'"*"!'*** efficiencies 
analogous ,o thl olleTrnS «,?,.££ *      ^"^   A ""'S" «*■»* 

10. carter mighl cost abomSsTo « ^1 .      ' SlS8Kts tlla,' 50m~ 
(95,000.,„n) sup " vm"°'" ""* " a NOmzelass 

iü^sif'üSäüiak*£»Äu fttftf^rifiiiPri"'-"fr-1'—'" -^~^^^* ^+**^*~ .,»,-.?,- ■ --*,-,^^-^ m iv*-; aw..-,- „ ■■■<■■ rfti^^frJ*ftflfi.i->^ r - ■ 
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SYSTEM IMPLICATIONS OF THE OPTIONS 

*ro™L7^^^^ have been noted 

Advancing technology wi^keaSTe ^n^"^ *"" here- 
des.gn that should be irporatedS?*"^.«nP'ovenieiits in carrier 
improve combat rK)wer rSucf r^X y M" impr°VC SUIvivabiJity. 
operating effidencTand iSSbaST A I"*1T^"* and enhan<* 
subsided at leas, for the Se the L £ ^ ^ ^ threat ha* 
sucking generations wi häv0 Z end™? "^ a"d those «* 
including many countries thatvenno^^L^T"1 °PP0SiU'0n' 
and combat capabilities that can siWJL « ^      g adVanCed technicaJ 

The implications for the ami™ ^ SyStem t0 iU limi"- 
only be ^/e t0 ^«'S«™rJte"!are' ^ore, that it will not 
improvements, but that i.wSfakol^, ^ u the p0tent,'al efficie*<y 
capable opposition. TheThang° ^ noSS V*" inCTeasin^ 
earlier Soviet threat demanded ä,7h"Lh 

the.d,rectio1* 'hat the 
pattern the ability ,o mee™™^?»,™ IT* ,0 inC,Ude within th™ 
arise. Conversely* many S the SS wS £°£ ^ qUarter Shou,d " 
and economic reasons even J^he STh^r^ ?MW'1 f°r OPentlw«! 

Many changes in the anticirLt^T ' had Gained, 
to those chang^ £%S£*2£*%«* '2™°™™ "" ^^ 
fece continuing tensfons betwee^Te p^ures fo X^ *»*" "* 
compromises to restrain growth Pressures for the ship to grow and 

technically capable opponent wTurSr«^ h°St,'le Sh0res «*« 
of longer-range strfceo^raSTL^Zl^T ^^ t0 * «Pable 
operations wil, use LS^^^^S^e 
expanded effontoaeatetargetineman!^' requ!nn2 a «gnificanüy 
used even for close-in attack! Sen^L °K *uided ^P01* **« «* 
A-12 and with the cancel«UXSA?^ ^ the abort™ 
combat aircraft implied by the heater o^F '"^ that ^ ,ar«er 

the NIMITZ desigi envelop ^  ÜDß ran£es would sti^ «& within 

ÄJisiK ^t0 attacta * 
of modern undersea warfare «SK^ S,^'P miSS,Ies'and Reading 

fe»«^«,^M^aai«^^^, - '■ — '-"*"-' -iirii'ittriiiriiiih-y it 
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^^^^^^^jirTthis prob,em=«* 

he suppon burden is divk£ It ,s*£££°b em * P^tfaned and how 
tong*r re.y whoHy on assets J^££g2Z ^ the NAVYcan ~ 
Perfo.m the enure support task. T I P$ **the batt,e group alone to 
* carry out some *£££ * ^"KT «J» «he carrier ^11 be ab e 
group „jj, have t0 I.VW.^^SJ^*«;--- then the ha.t.e 
m the future will be different frZ I * for ^ Pun»se. The mix 
Possibilities have been »^ J^L?"* " has ***" tTdate.Se 

Such a new UcticalTuSt Jent"«"™«'fa <*"!*«• 7. 
more effeawe in ma„y situaES™r^ration would not only be 
Potenttal conflicts with «he S^wE%™Z'T? en«»nter ouiside 
to deal with a resurgent Soviet threat shonS L W ak° ** weU Signed 
reasonably safe position aninst S... * appear This would be a 
»• it would ^^TSSST^^^1^*^^ 
aircraft that would have to^be SorL f"8 an ATS aircraft °r set of 
coexisting for 25 to 40 years * l° ^ diffe™t sizes of ship 

"^^^^JT^ *effecti- *- stealthy attack missiles; thaS^^^^fC Prob,en> °f «argS 
other battle group ships operTt^^t" th^ ^ •* « *»"? 
of the art in sensing advances wSS     he Camer' umU the state 
dispersal of the battle groTp wÄ~   ^ " * loday- Racing the 
nuclear weapons, which SrJaPSr TTS w't ^^ Wlnerab4 to 
those of Soviet forces. PP^ M ^^ WorId annals in addition to 

? ^Ässs ,e?v°major -* -s« 
active defend, In^Ä^K^,"^ ,eSS ^gf SfcS 
^ed-energy   weapon!   £ ^S^V *« or ("««««4) 
^nations, might require carrier SÄ bmK^eV   weapon* 
Passive damage limiiation againTuhfZL   ^ are e,aborate «oVgh 
he spread by «he Soviet vJESSZ^S** *««. *hich £ 
«he earner over ^tim^u^TLZ^T^r° 

^ / 
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howfv™?*e Z%nV^ZSh7l n0' * ^ " ündeSirable' 
survival^. It could ODeraTe S? , ^ ^^ Can * made m°"= 
would give the wemS «riSI ^ W°U,d "* more aPabIe a"d 

could also alloXl^ard Sl?Ter
f

a: '°nßer "* A ,ar*er «*» 
defenses against «he SSr's,SI °\°f "T*-'3"56 missi,es t0 SUPP^ 
further. U^lZZll^ W&££?£ **?«* ^ 
aboard the other battle force «ImSLX .     ? he carner- ammun»>'on 
must continue to S devoS "21? T* ^ (T°m the «** 
the other battle force SbVtaml^T ? " " d°ne from the a™r, 
carrier system, andThe? mavbe Zll™™ ^ CrittaI ,0 defense °f ■»* 

volume to accommodate such defense   T?I?«SM frce en0ush 

of the magazine and of the air She S mTZT* Y^"5 ,he Size 

of guided weapons, but a short« t^ttJ? S ** made UP * more "* 
warheads delivered over a short,?? of sustained «»nbat power (fewer 
probably result ItTt^^u^'T^ *? **» "*> would 

proves undesirable and «he ^^^S^T^'*^ ^^ 

^^^»^ 
cooperative enSnSS *• ^ ^ "^ ran ParticiPa*» 
can be encnSo^^L^lJ^ °' thfc

e baU,e W ™* »ncep, 
armed services «ÄSET^^^ 
Interoperability with those forces would hlvf?n t^Q f• B d°ne t0da* 
the carrier system and the otheTforSs ^^ m ,he des,> of 

grow, would «.the JSffil ^0^%^^:™ * ** <" 

on «rr&s^^ 
ships. The main nS«Sft2 ' ^^ d0Ck ,0 bui,d such 

painting the wetted *£»£Z£Sh^ faciIities'* for 

-* * ^ _„, zszxsssz r s LAS 2 

■tow.mi^a^i^^. 
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very small, there are upper deck ovPrh,n^ • 
be removed ,o enter sZc^tzSl.Z T** Sp°nSOnS mus< 
to enter some drydocks. If the earner ™J?, **""* from 37 l0 » ft 
drastically (as for a semisubme^.e HA? "* Shape iS *«>*« 

cannot Äud^^^^^ -*«■* If a new .rrier 
cofferdams around the parts of the In^f ' a"d/0r bülIdinß watertight 
It may be possible to Cop£p^L"£ ^ *> ^^ 
materials that can be used under iS ™?„ g d pain,!nS machines and 
«J. a new i„frastruct ^ ™^?-~J« 

billion. One graving dock woukTä' IJ£! T™™ cost of abo« «2/ 
designed for the new airaaTsun^r^?"'d the firet ,a'*er carrier 
would be needed i„ time to star?Z ne^, ° °i. Add,",,'0na, facili** 
withm 3 years of the first oneandfoSi? *?' nCW C,a*' P^aps 
years after its commissioning £,^^LT*"1 °f the ,ead ship 7 

hm.ted to under $100 million i»5^l21*!r.,!e,r faci,i,ies "»«be 
new carriers, but it may have ^^»11^      m 0f lhe *™ of the 

H^-2^^^«i3f. P^ems of increased 
byUkingadvan^ofthepas^vTp^Ä^ 
ships. TTus change would XDrov,-5?«^ib,h,,esofsemisubmersibie 
design and operational tXioM^T*1 flen'bihties » ■*»£ 
from monohull designs. Muchfi 22^. ^S? ^ * aVai,ab,e 

to savings in ,he battle group ,ha? S ofSfl., f" * fe<'Uired' ,eaJ>'ng 
™e foreseeable gains wo^come auhlfe^ r ^ 00,t of the S«"P 
design for which there is uS^ite te^f^ °f undertaldng a high-risk 
carrier operation, affected by srS <^5* ,"?• Changed modes of 

harbors, would have ,0 be dtS^T* dep,h' and handlinS * 
All the changes in SMD tel« !E?       P Wre bu,U 

change ships J«ÄÄa^^ "« *>* or radicaHy 
to buud and maintain tbcaTSS SaS^5f "? ** Sh°re feci,ities 

configuration more effident and to SS?J   "^ a particu,ar shiP 

Wmmi+**ikimt&»'i)Ym *ii»ilMJtotyn>;iliv-Ji.-J 
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LARGE SEA-BASED PLATFORMS-A SPECIAL CASE 

In asking the Secretary of the Navy to have this study performed 
Congress also expressed interest in an exploration of the possibilities for 
bunding floating platforms from which all manner of aircraft, rather than 
those configured for current types of aircraft carriers, could operate 

A number of possibilities have been examined in the past/ and they can 
furnish data and a conceptual basis for the current application. Two basic 
concepts have been considered. One amounts to a floating island that would 
Crfav?uleq^Valent °f a tactical airbase offehore fron» «he area where it is 
established. The other would amount to a very large aircraft carrier, beyond 
any of those considered thus far in this study. The first would be an 
essentially fixed base, relocatable with considerable effort, while the second 
would provide a more mobile base, without the agility of a carrier. The two 
concepts are reviewed briefly. 

FLOATING ISLAND 

To meet mission requirements significantly bevond those of a current 
aircraft earner, the floating island would have to be big enough to allow 

2SSJÜS ,anding
f
0f„a11 Mnds of *«* ranging from fighters no" 

ATT01 take0ffe and arrested ^"P «Q tactical transport 
aircraft Benchmarks may be provided by the damaged-runway requirements 
for land-based tactical aircraft. Typically, 2000-ft-minimum field lengths are 
pecified for assisted or lightweight takeoff and lightly stressed arrested 

landing for land-based tactical fighter aircraft C-130 tactical transport 
aircraft can operate from similar field lengths. Larger aircraft like the C-17 

References: "Floating Stable Platform», Concepts, and VS. Activities." by Hiehtower J n 

fbtfonn; meooruKJun, by Kostoff, R_ Office of Naval Reaarch for NSB Del «» 

Kc^J^™^" * BeCh,d °** "*"* <* OB*^ Tactical Ä 
presented at Fuw International Workshop on Very Laree Floatin. si™rM,,~T^ _7L' 
University of IM with Nation,, «.J Foun£Ä?CÄ AT* * 

Preceding page blank 

k «jMft.i^ii.i'i-.ii 
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SKA Ä^r r aaraircraft- ^ - —3,«, t*iw>, and on whjch J™£   I" -*.on  a flat surface is needed tol 

Available technology for ZZnff * SUppon facilities- 
construction in mortules^ÄÄÄ-'"T I*1"** inexPensive 

or concrete columns toitoSZ^^^*^^*^™, 
together to make a n>.d surface frL IK ? .tf0rm 0n ,0P- and Joined all 
While much of the fifo^^ÄJf»^" ^-»i ukeott 
significant part of it would hav*««^Ä-TT* ^ ^^ «»« 
aircraft, for crew quarters and worLTsSi " '° h0USe and *«*« 
and all appropriate shop, ^^S^iTT'amndaba^ 
facilities, as well as platforTse^efen'e ' "* ammUni,ion st<W 

includeSS™aTern?LTZfisr f°r °ffSh0re ■""* «»« wou,d 
$4 billion for an airfieW J5f * P ?** $UgSeSt an es,ima'«l cost of 
although the teehXTr^TmlT^900^ H°*-" 
extrapolation from taJwn technoS SFt,tfpa*att a modest 

assembly at sea have not yet |TS mu'timod"le construction and 
*>** and other speafi^y m"n2 ^^ ™\»s* Ending the 
capability would luw to be adS ^„^5^ • °f the floalinS airbase's 
the coarse estimate that theVaseSuld^ U°n °f SUCh factoni '<*<* to 
for a military mission. W °°St M much M W MHon, completed 

of modular construction such ££ ° ££Ü^^vf'
ma,es for a P'atfo™ 

could come to 5 million tons     TW^ 
bedabove sugg«t that its weight 

Platforms together so 2,^ ro^wiZ l* >TOb]'™ * »Kg S 
currents; keeping «hem level Ä^JÄ«?^ ^ and ocean 

off, achieving anchoring or dynamic £,£. I      * C°U,d hlid and take 
current and wind drag; LlnTC^emiolll^ nßbM ^ ^ 
for major position shift.   While mosTnf ,£; dfeleration. and control 
problems of assembling such a ,aTe 2j?        K°'0fiy fc tao^ «* 
examinedmconnectionwitiproidSffih™?^ WMe ^ have <*« 
places as Tokyo harbor, woufd^SeSmSllv?    ^^ airfieIds » su^ 

It has been estimated in £™ !!*."* new ln Practice- 
tugs, much as l*rgT%%^;™£\h» r*?" WUhI* «»* * 
However, moving the entire sSctS f^     10Ca,ions in the No"h Sea 
™uld m^^iJ^S^STS™" 3nd 0cean ™ntIcS 
suggests movement at 3 to fEZ^SL enol™ "^   °ne «*■«■ 
P-e. of anchoring and ^iTl^^Z'^ 
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z^^^zzr"**0*1 disassembi*ii »»« *» p« 
•towspe^^S^^ST8 mUCh m°re time ,han «*» ,he 

a^her pIace, at ZI SSSJS?« " 3nd ^^ rebuildin« il in 

SEMISÜBMERSIBLE SHIP 

the order^c^Är W,faT
SUbmeRlb,e $hip',ike a SWATH- °<> 

deck and arresXVeTAavIna If
JUmp lf the IeadinS *ff of the flight 

bomb holes, and C-130-type trans™ SIS.I / ^ m a """"^ with 
could be appropriately dSoSUT (^"»ng any superstructure 
carrier-capaTKft to Si £con?I«to° of «"P*« would allow 
the need for i^S^?^JfS?bk «^ weiShl ""»out 
weight growth of the i^SteiSjSS^ SS,^°,B for ^ 
of such a ship would be iK «nhT^-Tr *" add,t»°nal advantage 
horsepower theTh/p JL£ bTab!?, ^ fi°W°° t0 700'000 ^«^ 

^shpmlgmLTätut ,2to ,«rm°Ve " 2° ^^ 0n its <""»■ 
carrier.    This gVess * £sS «n .£ * mUCh M a NJMTr&cIass 
semisubmersWeSanÄm^ fT!f ^ """"J ,hat a 

times as much «rS^^Äj!1* "^ «* about th^ to four 
grow to twice the steoftflbZ *?»">Püon that although it would 
-2000-ft-long shJp w?uld ^LT"*™*™*' the ^^ °' the 
dimension rather rtaT^thtS .^ " the **uare of the «near («.us, a cs:^r*A^ *mainiy h0ll0W 
was, earlier, estimated to costthref to !S- f^niersible ship that 
ship; this leads to . «£ S ÄSS ~ *** "*' °f a N™rrZ-class 
the cost of a NIMITSla£ sto^X? ^^b-nersible of 12 to 16 times 
roughly S40 bi,lio„^Sfbi £ ffSSÄLS "T ' ^ SWp « 
esU^costofthefloatingp^rS^^^^ 

COMMENTARY 

uneacieariy. If either platform were used very far off 
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a hostile shore, raetical aircraft ran£e could become a problem   If ihevivere 

z i£?£z zz"°; r "j mob,,"y ■*»"■«» 5' «s, s 

anVl? matCd hCre) ^Iar£e noa,inS "ie »ould be akin to hS 
a fixed, quasi-permanent overseas tactical airbase, moved offshorS 
J is no« wanted or cannot be accommodated onshore,   lie S 

SS? ,0 any °Ut miSS,0nS requirinS mobiU,y and « * abilTty ,?TpL 
In £,      '" partlCU,ar graphic areas and then to shift to othe^n 
short notice. The two concepts are not alternatives for each other andVcl 
needs evaluation in its own frame of reference 

SH«™« C l° COnSlder the missi'ons tt* would justify such 
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CARRIER-SYSTEM RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT 

.h   ^K £T y«areaS °f °ng0ing technol°gy development listed in Tables 6 1 
through 6 7 offer the potential for the capabilitie/needed foTancSr Set 

LhnoS" °J fUtUre CarrieR 3nd Pam of lhe «*«■ *««. SS S the technology advances are either close to fruition or ready for currem 
exploitation. R&D for others is in train and in the rSma coune o 
program development will lead to the technologies listed. MaTofTheTatter 
deal with aircraft, weapon, and REABM system technoloTIhat ^ bSne 
pursued independently of ship development g 

Some of the areas of ship and ship system development are also under 
way m existing programs, while others may need signiflcamly more emphasis 

SSÄ^X^T7 f°r aPpLti°n t0 ,he -«^rSLTf aircratt earners.   Some of the latter, such as ship power conditioning or 
du-ected-energy weapons and hyr^rvelodty kinetic^ 

emphSisSyStemS' ^ DOt deVeI°P ™h™ «P«* S*Äf R&D 

suchTllfr are R&D Pr0grams for weaP°ns' airCTaft. and smaller ships such as battle force combatants, there is no R&D program exnliS 
designed to advance the carrier or the integration of STlSS 
systems into the carrier system as a whole. Many of the advantSTn^S 
areas can have the effect of advancing the CMnkHSSSS^^ 
adaptations become necessary during carrier design and «mS' A 
program of R&D explicitly designed to advance thVcaSe^dTlS overaU 
carrier system would include many of the ongoing R&D pZara bu 
wouM give them more or different emphasis In addition 2meR&D " 
unlikely to be pursued unless explicitly "undertaken for Teaser system 

In particular, management attention is needed to the Prc7lZZ fn„« 

CSKSST*
and that appropriate auenuon*s-enS^: 

Potential technologiesmappropriateenvironmentsToen^ 
and workabihty for carrier application; prototyping oTaSSSfc 
subsystems before development when size" permits; 8and p"y?ng sJSfic 

läTäAff#symtfto^^^ 
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ZÜX£ enhandng  thC —"- among user, developer, and 

» -5» iSÄStt^s and -«*»■« *-*»* 
of the carrier design omion! iL?f ^ a"d t0 make a«*ssible some 
are indicated when IcSZZo t"? 3Va"abIe ,0day- ^ ,ime P^ods 
judgments as ,o^S oTU g nificant results can be expectedLas are 

techTologies. MXZ&^STZ T ^^ °f the 

«pec« to have high pÄ^cSS.'0 a5mPlet,°n' ^ * 

»AS™^ the *»<■» * 
risk invo.ved in implement the cSSfS'      ^the tCChniCal 

risk is linked to the state of i5c artIS oJ?™«*  ^u^  ""* fc ^"^ 
risk activities are those basedI or nechlS,?"l™ the techn°I°gy- Low- 
the field at some point, *^^1£$L?at]m "^ imPlemen^ * 
and integration in someXem Sext  22-     'T^ for aPP^*>n 
which the basic phenomena «SSJvS "T* eflbm are those for 

have been the subjects of succeSSl™ "nderetCod-and *Wd, may 
have yet to be applied to an^K?^"1^0^ but w**h 
thoseforwhich.heconceptsandSr,hirr,   "*■"*«««*» are 
but for which much of £e pteSmeÄ nd ^"^ntation may exist, 
implemented in hardware or soSÄr'T ,0 * described and 

to bring ,hem to successful™Son KS^-1?inVOlved in "** 
or unexpected  hurdles «"SST^Äe™-'S ' *"»■* Unknow" 
insurmountable difficulties.    ItZotfl,^^ °T **» Present 

expense, within the characSristcc^n^   ^ riSk entaik *««* 
consideration, if only becaS ftt StetSL/r Ub^ten* and ^tems under 
will become apparen  SSinP onThi   g  K ?■ aChieve success- Abo, as 

U-tobringfcapabiliÄ^r 
1-   Aircraft Systems 

•   Range extension for conventional aircraft nn tn ™ 
extension as goals) while mr^L.-v" / t0 50 Percent 

and thrust cLSS^^^^ •»*»"»** 
tan* and recovery (n^Ä in 

medium risk). nt (near to mid term; 

^'WrfÜftriteMiftWi iAiii 
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• High-performance rotorcraft concepts for ASW, tanker, COD, 
and rescue (near to mid term); with modular equipment to 
convert a standard platform to the various missions 
economically (long term; low to medium risk, depending on the 
implementation). 

• Improved night/bad-weather landing systems and other 
operational enhancements for sustaining operating rates around 
the clock. 

• STOVL supercruise fighter/attack aircraft technology and 
prototype development (mid term; medium risk). 

• Lightweight counterstealth aircraft radar systems for 
carrier-based AEW aircraft (mid term; high risk). 

• Unmanned aircraft surveillance systems, especially HALE, with 
spacecraft reliability, very long endurance (days or weeks with 
midair refueling), air-to-air refuelable from the carrier (designed 
for over-the-horizon surveillance, AEW, C3I link, EW, and 
related missions or parts of rassions-mid to long term; medium 
risk). 

2.    Passive Carrier Survivability (Supports current and near- to 
mid-term ships, depending on extent of change required in ship design.) 

• All areas of ship, aircraft, and weapon system signature 
management in the radar, acoustic, and IR media. 
(Electromagnetic emission signature management will 
accompany weapon system changes; some wake reduction «11 
accompany ship design changes listed; low to medium risk.) 

• Damage isolation and control throughout the ship, including 
improved ability to deal rapidly with fires on the flight deck 
(low risk). 

• "Instrumenting" the ship, and advanced internal communication 
systems, to support damage control measures; also contributes 
to more efficient condition-based ship maintenance (medium 
risk). 

• Passive torpedo protection, including especially protection 
against underkeel torpedoes (low to high risk, depending on 
implementation). 

• Advanced armor for selective protection of critical ship areas 
(medium risk). 

^i^-,^^.^,: -. 
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3.   Active Carrier Self-Defense 

•   Near-term missile and CIWS gun system improvements (,ow 

.'   Na-6™ US*™™™ °fAEGIS <medium **>■ 
systems *"* Cama active defcn* ^ubsysiems and 

~ ASSf^Planararray>eleCtronica»ys«nned radarof the 

«to radars and AM'f *tuS'rT Sk)** ^ 

illumination forsemiactive^idancI^wrfS    "      "" 

(medium risk) ' CnOUgh for modest ATOM 

" ^S^ ^fense, 
threat (medium risk) aS  & g*Md m«*P**& the 

" SS^ffSZT"for the arrier and the 
•   Unconventional weapons- 

Propre Md 0lbtt Beaiia, ^ (niM io ^ ^ 

^üngS«n«l«ctto<talS7rJ^.SC°,aP",Ba»'' 
*'"l'uo. appiicaoie to electric driw *i»« - "««uug 

^i&aiMaaäfts^^ -■■■» -j 
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including directed-energy  and  hypervelocity  kinetic-energy 
weapons (medium risk). & 

• Electric drive, including motors, transmission systems, and 
retractable pod and counterrotating propeller designs (medium 

• All-electric "yellow gear" (aircraft and munitions-handling 
eqiupment), to ease operations on hangar decks enclosed to 
reduce ship radar signature, and to reduce fuel and maintenance 
requirements and IR signature: fuel cells or high-power-density 
batteries are the pacing items (medium risk). 

nv/h„n£!!!i0"!rleCtr0niC and Acoustic Ba,,,e Management (REABM) 
oTSe Ä    SyS,CmS Sn thiSareaare^^eloped'continually^prn 
rnh^ «?, Z     T SyStem: S°me advanced elements are Suable now, and others will become available during near-, mid-, and long-term periods 
earner system design must allow for modular upgrades as a^nST^ 
% Si ^mC a^ilaWe: S°me °f ,he most ta»POrtim areas for «,S aviation strike warfare and for carrier defense are listed here.) 

• A1?? Ülte*ration of the act™ carrier self-defense system 
with battle group defense including AAW and ASW, through a 
modular, modern, radio-electronic and acoustic battle 
management system including identification friend, foe, or 
neutral (IFFN) and all target acquisition and weapons 
management (low to medium risk). 

• Enhanced multimedia, networked communication systems 
including LPD/LPI features to the extent feasible and neSy' 
to support REABM system integration within a battle group 
andconnectrvity with the external world and command structure 
(medium nsk). 

• Low observable sensors and sensor systems, and also those 
pertinent to counter-LO (including the aircraft-related radars 
noted under (1), above (medium to high risk) 

• Advanced targeting systems for strike warfare, compatible with 
aircraft advances noted under 1, above, including "forward pass- 
techniques and subsystems for both strike and defense, with 

SuTSkt13 Unk apad,y and multiinode battle *»** 
• Famjry of broadly defined, advanced EW systems (including 

ECM, electronic counter-countermeasures fECCM], jammers. 

HftHlKlilfrTfiiiiMtlilir liiTi I'll' *lrii>i"li   » ■[lr«»ij< 
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into carrier dSign^w'^k).        ' * "^ °f ime^ation 

all low r£k?nCed I^4te 3nd Ma"P°wer Engine.ring (ne,r «o n,id term; 

us. «-^SäSä^J.* opera,,OTs — 
reptalshS      S        " " SySM,°' M acbi™!"»»'« rapid 

' ?Ce22~l**? '° ***** *W ™>°"* «~1 by SnST5       PP " ,0 PMte P'°,eai°" and '*'«« 

imeramg a.-e tte follow™":     8 °"n°r "es'«"-   ^»"S OK mo*, 

concept UU'taSit™TTf *"" Several of *« 

^aafeaaa»^^^ ,^,^...^-..„.Tt„._....^J,., .,; t j 
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changed operational concepts in the long term (low risk for 
research; high risk for ship). 
Large-scale structural model experiments (possibly including a 
highly instrumented live fire test of a carrier destined to be sold 
for scrap), to help quantify better than is now possible the 
effects of underkeel torpedo explosions, to aid design studies of 
passive protection of carriers and other large ships (medium 

;Mäi!%G£s4 mmm'mmi imAMtwr, vi-,'mm vi'iriri'W*MtfrfitWiiiiiii Miihr'fifii>iiiffi friifgiaig"'tf-i T litiw ni i»w" »- 


